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penitential season of Lent
brings with it two temptations.
The first temptation is to make
it the occasion for a sentimentalized pity of the suffering Saviour,
a temptation which is often unwittingly furthered by recitation, in
minute detail, of each pain and
indignity to which the Saviour was
subjected. This approach to Lent
overlooks the fact that Christ, being raised from the dead, dieth
no more; that all of His suffering
and dying are, indeed, finished,
and that in Lent also Jesus Christ
lives and reigns not in meekness
and humility but in glory.
The second temptation is more
subtle. This is the temptation to
pervert penitence into a kind of
psychological self-torture which
may, indeed, satisfy a Freudian
craving for pain but merely re-
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inforces the wall between the
guilty soul and its offended Maker.
Turned inward upon its own corruption, the soul, if it finds any
relief at all, finds it in an orgy
of self-denunciation culminating
in a satisfied feeling that it has,
somehow, compensated for its evil
and is ready to start afresh.
But penitence, while it may indeed reflect pityingly upon the
Saviour's suffering and most certainly will sear the conscience, is
something other than either pity
or self-torture. It is, first of all,
a recognition of having violated
a confidence, of having altogether
mismanaged a trust. It is, beyond
that, an understanding that it is
not so much what we have done
or not done that is wrong, but
what we are-that our sin is not
action or non-action, but a condition. And then comes faith-a res-
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olute conviction that we have been
cleansed, not partially or conditionally but fully and freely. It
is not necessary to forgiveness that
we "feel clean," that we experience some emotional ecstasy of "being saved." Nor is it necessary that
forgiveness be validated by any
payment on our part, whether b y
good works or simple gratitude.
The forgiveness is there. The only
power we have is to reject it or,
by the grace of the Holy Spirit,
accept it. And good works, abstinence, self-denial appear then,
not as the price we pay to be forgiven but as the inevitable fruits
of a true acceptance of forgiveness.
Thus L ent becomes at the same
time a penitential season and a
season of profound peace and joy.
The Passion story becomes not an
appeal to our pity but a startling
reminder of how much we have
been loved. And if we weep, it is
not for Him who died, but for
ourselves who have never lived until we live in Him.

The Christian in Politics
nearer we come to the great
sweepstakes, the
more we find our interest in the
whole proceedings waning. More
and more the whole thing takes
on the appearance of a big game,
HE

T presidential

with overgrown boys having· a wonderful time plotting and counterplotting, pulling chairs out from •
under each other, and crawling
about giving each other the hotfoot.
•
And yet the game is being
played for a very high prize. Out
of all of this frenzied activity will ~
come a national administration
which will be called upon to lead f<
the nation through what will un- tdoubtedly be four of the most
crucial years of its history. One
could wish that the participants
might always keep the prize clear- "
ly in view. One must fear that too ;.
often the game is played for its
own sake, rather than for the •
prize.
The duty of the Christian at
such a time as this is as clear as
it is unpleasant. Confronted with
the command to seek the peace "'
of the city, he can not choose to
isolate himself from the process,
however "dirty" or childish it may 1
be, by which his rulers come to
power. He must participate as actively as his talents and commit-f.
ments permit. At a minimum, he
must attempt to cut through the
emotionalism and name-calling of ...
the campaign to the issues which
are at stake, and then cast his
vote one way or the other. But
better still, he should take an ac-4\.
tive part in the political process
by working within party organizations, speaking or writing in be- •
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half of candidates, and even seeking office himself if he believes
• that he has the qualifications to
do a job well.
For too long, it has been £ash• ionable for Christian men and
women to stand on the sidelines
with a "plague-on-both-your'"/ houses" attitude. Consciences are
easily salved with rationalizations.
'"~' Since no party is composed entire~ ly of saints, it is easy to justify
non-participation in party politics
as an "avoiding of the world."
..., Since the issues at stake hardly
ever present clear-cut moral alter.._ natives, it is easy to justify refus_) ing to accept one evil in preference to another. Since good Christians will differ on political matters, it is easy to justify political
neutrality as a way of avoiding
offending brethren in the faith.
,.. It is no wonder, then, that the
level of political morality drops
lower and lower. Political systems,
., like nature, hate a vacuum. If
"good people" are afraid of dirtying their hands in the muddy
"' waters of politics, there are less
!or' squeamish characters who are
ready to move in. To pray "Thy
, will be done on earth" and then
to isolate oneself from temporal
government is sheer hypocrisy.
• How, we might ask, is the will
of heaven ever to be made effec... tive among men except through
those men and women who are
• citizens of heaven ? And even if

duty demands that we participate
in a game which may seem both
dirty and childish, we must do it.
We are not yet in the Kingdom
of Glory.

Cecil John Rhodes
IFTY

years ago this coming

F March 26, Cecil John Rhodes

died. Still a comparatively young
man when he died, he had filled
one lifetime with the accomplishments of a dozen normal lifetimes
and he still lives today in the
Union of South Africa which he,
more than any other one man,
forged into a nation, and in the
Rhodes Scholarships which he established as a means of fostering
greater understanding between his
native England and the United
States.
There is a reason for remembering Rhodes fifty years after his
death. For Rhodes was a symbol
of an age which seems now almost
as distant from us as our own
Revolutionary age. It was an age
when adventure was still more to
be desired than security, when conviction (even if misplaced) was
still preferred above a spineless
neutrality, when the heroes of the
day were real life men and women rather than shadows upon a
screen.
Rhodes went into Africa with
a dream and a mi~sion a nd a de-
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termination to see things through.
His critics might say that his
dream was a nightmare and his
mission a form of piracy but they
could not question his determination. And it is his determination
that we would recall now, fifty
years after his death.
Conviction and determination,
these are the elements that are
lacking in man at mid-century. We
have lost conviction in the bogs
of misconstrued tolerance and we
have lost determination in the
quicksands of good-fellowship. We
are afraid to bet our lives on a
belief and we are afraid to lose
our "friends" in carrying out a
mission. We want to win friends
and influence people without realizing that, more often than not,
the two objectives are mutually
contradictory. And so we purr and
tread softly like a house cat when
we have the capacity (and so often
the duty) to roar like a lion.
We are not saying that Rhodes
was not a buccaneer. Perhaps he
was. But by George, he was a good
one. Our age could do with a few
leaders who know what it means
to have walked in the clouds.

How to Do It
here, fellow rugged indi vidualists, we have a news
clipping which tells how one town

A
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solved one of its pressing problems with no more help from •
\IVashington than the services of
the post office department.
The town of Columbus, Indiana, came close to doubling its "'
population in the last ten years.
All of the municipal services were
outgrown, especially the schools. \The school board figured that ~
three new schools would be
needed, but even by assuming a .-.
maximum tax rate they couldn't
squeeze out more than two schools
in the immediate future.
At this point the usual story is
that the board or the city fathers A
start yelling hardship and putting L
the heat on the congressman to
get some kind of special grant
from Washington, or else they simply shrug their shoulders and call
the problem insoluble. Not so the ._
board in Columbus, Indiana. Instead, they started a drive.
Now Columbus has about 18,ooo people and well over $3oo,ooo
was needed for this third school.
A drive for this amount was
launched among the citizens on ·1.
the first of December, and by the
end of the month the Columbus
Herald was able to report that "'
"the special school building fund
drive launched here the first of the
month has gone over the top with •
$356,g26.5o subscribed and in the
bank." (Italics ours.)
As far as we are concerned, the
people of Columbus, Indiana, are •

,
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now entitled to speak wherever
• and whenever they choose to about
free enterprise and rugged individualism and the evils of the welfare
state. They really believe in these
• things at least to the extent of
about $2o.oo per capita. And they
have given the only honest answer
rl to the problem of increasing cen~
tralization of government. They
have demonstrated not only their
~ capacity, but their willingness, to
take care of their problems without whining to the Federal wet.. nurse every time they get hungry.
When more individuals and lo1. cal governments get up enough
_) gumption to pay the costs of freedom, we won't have to worry
about the loss of individual freedoms and states' rights. But as
long as nobody wants to pay his
,. own bills, there is going to be a
continuing and accelerating drift
toward some form of collectivization.

• Memo to Veterans
HERE

were times, during the

T dark and trying days of New
~

Guinea and the Philippines, when
the only dream that sustained us
was the vision of ourself home
~ at last with wife and offspring on
our knees and our medals gleam.( ing softly in the candlelight while,
f in response lO the importunate
pleas of our loved ones, we told

5

once again the story of how we
won the war. But the reality never
quite matched the dream. Taxes,
the day to day demands of making a living, the almost imperceptible process of civilianization
took their toll and we soon found
ourselves forgetting for days at a
time how we had once stood,
tanned and resolute, mixing dental
fillings while death rained down
out of a tropical sky.
But by one of those strange coincidences, our quondam heroism
was forcefully recalled twice in the
space of three days last week. On
the first occasion, we caught our
Number Two Boy trying to gum
a Philippine Liberation ribbon
with two battle stars which we
had carelessly tossed onto a night
stand several days before when we
stripped our Eisenhower jacket of
decorations so that we could wear
it on a cold hike. And two days
later, we noted in the American
Legion Magazine that the government is sending out an urgent call
to gallant but forgetful heroes like
ourselves to pick up the medals to
which we are entitled because it's
costing $17,soo a year to store
them and they are taking up 23,320 square feet of floor space in
the Philadelphia Quartermaster
Corps warehouse.
Since we have retired from the
hero business, we don't see where
we are going to have much of a
chance to wear medals but we can

6
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see and sympathize with the government's plight. These medals
are just lying around gathering
dust and they might as well be
spread out through the population. Former army-type heroes are,
therefore, urged to write The Adjutant-General, Department of the
Army, and marine or navy-type
heroes should write the Bureau of
Naval Personnel. Practically every
veteran is entitled to at least one
medal. Give name, serial number,
service unit, and the theatre or
theatres in which you served.

even today is anywhere near complete solution. But a growing num- ..,
ber of responsible Southern leaders are giving their best efforts to·
ward finding a solid basis upon
which people of both races can
live side by side with a minimum
of friction. It is our own opinion
that some of the so-called com- ._
promises which are so frequently
,.
condemned by Northern "liberals" are both more humane and ~
more realistic than practises in
many parts of the North, particularly in the large cities.
Unfortunately, to offset the improvement in the lynching record, -'
we must note the outbreak of violence against minority groups in
Good News from Tuskegee
Florida, culminating in the bomb'-}\ r HITE and colored citizens assassination of an able and highVV will both be gratified by the ly responsible Negro leader. This
report from Tuskegee Institute violence, directed against Roman ..
that only one lynching was re- Catholics and Jews as well as
corded in the South during 1951. against the Negro, is another reOne I ynching is, of course, one too minder of how far we still have
many, but the fact that this shame- to go in persuading some ele- '
ful practise is becoming more and ments of our people that this kind
more a thing of the unhappy past of criminal immaturity has no
marks a milestone in the area of place any more in our society. We I.
find it hard to imagine what peocivil rights.
It is particularly gratifying to ple hope to accomplish by such
see how the South (which, inci- methods, and even harder to undentally, has operated with a very derstand on what possible basis
real problem which Northerners they can justify resorting to terror
have too often tended to oversim- against groups that are so numer- -(,
plify) has gradually and at times ous that they could not be repainfully worked toward a solu- moved from our population even l'
tion of the racial problem. No if it were desirable to do so. But
one would say that the problem we have no doubt whatsoever that, ~

'
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whatever they may hope to accomplish and however they may justify these hopes, they cannot be permitted to continue using such
methods. And we are by no means
• satisfied that local law enforcement officers in Florida have done
all that they could do to prevent
w such outbreaks.
Next month we shall have more
to say on this subject, the one sub.,_ ject, we believe, which most urgently demands the attention of
all men and women of good will.

...

We will qualify our prediction,
however, to allow for two eventualities which might cause the
president to change his mind. First
of all, he might run again if it
seems likely that Senator Taft will
get the Republican nomination.
Secondly, he would almost certainly run again if his administration should be brought under such
heavy attack by the various investigating groups that he might feel
duty-bound to seek vindication at
the polls. Since we consider both
of these eventualities as rather remote, we stick with our initial prediction: the President will not be
a candidate to succeed himself.

.. Prediction
paragraph is being written
T during
the last week in JanHIS

.;
'"
.;

'#

•

uary as a part of our qualification examination for membership
in the American Brotherhood of
Prophets, Seers, and Political
Commentators. If events confound
us by the time it reaches print in
March, our readers will at least
be able to enjoy a good laugh at
our expense.
At any rate, here goes. We predict that Harry S. Truman will
not be a candidate to succeed himself as President. This prediction
is based upon the president's age
and upon our belief that he would
be reluctant to campaign against
General Eisenhower, who now
seems the probable Republican
nominee.

The Expense Account Racket
we are all so sensitive
to corruption and moral
turpitude, we might take a moment or two to look at a little
non-bureaucratic dirty linen. This
would be that much-abused institution called by salesmen the
"swindle sheet" and by professional
men the "expense account."
• There seems to have grown up
around the expense account a
morality which plays strange tricks
even upon ordinarily decent, highprincipled men. The minister who
has never even been tempted to
sneak a dime out of the Sunday
collection may, with no qualms

W
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whatsoever, embark upon an Epicurean orgy when it all goes down
on the District or Synodical sheet.
Directors of charitable institutions
have been known to meet in the
private dining rooms of the plushiest hotels to discuss ways and
means of recouping the desperate
situation of their institutions' finances. Corporation officials whose
books balance down to the last
penny of a seven-digit figure and
who go about turning off unnecessary lights in the office will live
like a visiting maharajah when
their duties require them to put
up overnight in a hotel.
Having ourselves now and then
had occasion to travel on an expense account, we are inclined to
judge those who have succumbed
to its temptations with both charity
and understanding. It takes an
extremely sensitive conscience to
distinguish between the necessary
expense and the little additional
nicety, between the necessary respectable hotel room and the
easily-justified suite, between the
necessary entertainment of bigwigs and live prospects and the

jolly evening on the town. If we
were in a confessional mood, we
might own to having slipped an
occasional Old Fashioned onto a
dinner bill, to having ordered
steak (which we would not ordinarily have had at home) when
the mutton stew would have served
just as well. But the fact that we
are as guilty as the next guy is not,
of course, a vindication of the
morality of such practises.
This is not a plea for penuriousness. But it would seem that the
purpose of the expense account,
as it originally developed, was to
make it possible for one to travel
on someone else's business without
losing money on the deal. The
presumption would be that one's
way of life, on such travels, would
correspond as closely as possible
to his normal way of life at home.
If he normally dines on steak and
Napoleon brandy, we think he
has the right to dine similarly
when he is travelling. But if he is
a hamburger and beer man at
home, we think he ought to be a
hamburger and beer man when
he is out on the road.

•
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The

PILGRIM
"All the trumpets sounded for him on the
other side."
-PILGRIM'S PROGRESS

BY

0.

P.

KRETZMANN

~

to bring-and nothing else. . . .
And the message is very simple:
"Behold the man .... " It revolves
around the person of the Son of
Mary who was also the Son of
God . . . . The freshness and interest of His name and power increase with the passing generations and the rushing years. . . .
He is, as more and more people
have come to know in these dark
hours of history not only a part
of the past, but more definitely a
part of the future . . . . He seems
to stand in the years that lie before
us awaiting the advance of our
understanding of the faith which
He brought into the world two
thousand years ago. . . . Some
little and a few great things we
have now begun to understand,
but many things still remain to
be grasped by the clouded intellect
of our forgetful generation. . . .
Is it perhaps true that it is the
startling paradox involved in the
fusion of Deity and sorrow which
draws the hearts of men to His

..., Behold the Man
more the Church and the
world have come to the six
weeks which are known in history
as the season of Lent. . . . Even
the most casual observer of contemporary life must be fascinated
by the curious hold the season has
on certain twentieth century
minds . . . . Churches throughout
the ·western World introduce additional services and, by and large,
they are very well attended . . . .
Perhaps this is an even more
striking phenomenon than Christmas. . . . Sixty days ago the message of the Nativity was largely
drowned by the commercialization
and sentimentality with which the
contemporary mind has surrounded the season . . . . Nothing like
that, however, happens during
Lent.... There is a brief flare-up
on Easter Sunday, but not enough
to destroy the basic fact that during the season of Lent the Church
draws men to its doors and its
altars because of the message it has
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side each Lenten season? . . .
"Behold the man" means that we
are to see one who is lying in agony in the garden . . . . We have
seen men do that but not God ....
Between Christmas and Lent thirty-three years have passed over
Him. . . . They have been the
longest years in history because
they have been full of the entire
story of mankind . . . . The years
now drawing to a close in a garden
and on a cross have not been good
to Him. . . . He has often been
weary in mind and spirit because
of the misunderstanding of His
message and purpose by the closed
minds and hearts around Him.
. . . Now in Lent we sec the
accumulated burden of the years
come to its terrifying climax under
the moonlight in the garden ....
All the sins of mankind gather
around . . . in mortal heaviness
and aching sadness . . . in sickening of soul. . . . God is in sorrow
and in tears .... Here, then, is at
least one reason why we stop and
listen when we hear a plaintive
voice "Was there ever sorrow like
unto my sorrow ... This is a man
of sorrows and acquainted with
grief. ... " Into a world which has
always had its full measure of
tears there comes now the ultimate.
. . . God Himself in sorrow and
in tears .... No wonder that men
pause for a moment to peer over
the garden wall and see the greatness of redemption . . . the most

royal of all the works of God .. ..
A few days ago I read again the
magnificent description of the
scene by Sigrid Undset:
In the very blackest darkness lies
a man on His face praying, and His
sweat falls like drops of blood on
the earth. And the Man is both God
and man. The immeasurable space
around Him is filled with hovering
suns and spheres-His stars, which
He has placed in the eternal ringdance of the worlds. And on this
tiny earth where He has chosen to
sojourn His moon shines clearly over
waste oceans and over waving treetops. wild and sturdy forests where
no person has yet pushed his way to
spoil them with the ferocity and paltriness of humanity. All is His. And
this little sphere alone is unutterably full of beautiful things. When
God wishes to become Man, how
strange that He did not choose to
taste of the best of all the good things
with which He had filled the earth:
hunting in the moonlit woods, feasting with the wisest and the most
beautiful of the creatures He had
created. He might have allowed them
to vie with one another to win the
favour of the God-man-by showing
their wisdom, their wit and their
strength. He might have permitted
them to lay at His feet the very best
they could produce from the raw materials that He had given into their
hands: weapons, ornaments, woven
wool and coloured silks, noble wines
in earthen vessels, and extracts of the
scents of flowers in beautifully formed
crocks of alabaster. But what type of
people did He choose to Himself as

\-
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friends and disciples? Rather stupid,
His face m the Garden of Gethslow peasant men if easily moved. semane and sees before Him the cross
And tonight, though they were very which His friends prepare for Him.
deeply stirred when He instituted the They will do it also tomorrow, the
sacrifice of the new covenant and . days after tomorrow, all days until
talked with them, they have not un· the end of the world . Until the end
derstood enough of what is passing of the world humanity will answer
in the Master's mind to prevent them to His words, "Learn of me for I am
from falling asleep. And yet He has meek and lowly in heart"-"No, God,
asked them to watch with Him. A
learn from us."
stone's throw away they now lie and
But once a year at least-now
sleep. Up in the town His enemies
are busying themselves with their in Lent-we must learn from Him
plans. At last they will get hold of . . . in the Paschal moonlight
this Jesus of Nazareth. The Roman
alone ... with the first bitter taste
who tomorrow is to be His judge lies of being forsaken of God on His
lightly sleeping, and Pilate's slaves, lips and in His heart. . .. The
in the room where he has eaten,
moon is cool and far and the
gather the withered roses up from the
twelve unsummoned legions will
floor and clear the tables after the
not come . .. only a single angel,
evening meal.
From immemorial ages men had blessed and favored above all
dreamt of God and the gods and of others, will make the swift and
their meeting with divinity; imagined lonely journey to comfort Him ...
very clearly exactly what a god should not to take the cup from Him
be like. They had thought them ex- but to stand by as He drinks it
actly like themselves, had built them . . . and to whisper to the ages:
altars and temples, and had offered
"Behold the Man. . . . "
to them all that was most beautiful,
And so we, as God is good, learn
all that was most costly, all that they
loved most. Rulers and seers traced from Him how to bear the sorrow
their origin to the gods. And now of our years and the burden of
that God has become man, justifying our sin. . . . His touch is still
humanity's dream of blood-relation- upon our world in judgment and
ship, and has become the son of a in mercy and to look upon Him
woman-now is the time to give Him is to be made strong with a strength
those gifts which they have prepared that no age can destroy and no
for Him. A place between thieves and
tears can take away . . . and all
robbers, a cross of naked planks on
He loved us-us in Amerbecause
the place of execution, nails through
hands and feet, a crown of thorns ica and Japan and India-with
the kind of redeeming love that
without any roses.
is still a mystery.
Jesus Christ, God and man , lies on

T~talitarianism

and Democracy:
A Religious Analysis
By JAROSLAV J.

PELIKAN

ideological pattern which
Jl it has usually assumed, modern
democracy is the expression in
political form of a set of ideals
and principles commonly associated with the Enlightenment.
Those ideals and principles constitute a body of belief which has
often been employed as a validation of political democracy.
Though it is possible to construct
such a validation on the basis of
radically different premises, as has
already been mentioned, the fact
remains that no Christian consideration of democracy can afford
to ignore the original milieu of
the democratic faith.
A fundamental premise of the
Enlightenment interpretation of
the world and of man is its cosmology. Standing midway between
the understanding of nature in
medieval thought and modern science, the cosmology of the Aufkliirung provided it with a stage
for the drama of human life. Its
universe was a well-ordered and

symmetrical whole, operating according to a set pattern and law.
As will be pointed out later, this
picture of nature and its laws bears
a close relation to the Enlightenment's interpretation of "natural
law" in ethics. The laws of nature
were fixed, and he who violated
them was bound to collide with
an iron wall. The happy life, then,
was one which had learned to
know the laws of nature, had come
to terms with them, and was now
willing to live according to them.
Not to affirm the universe and
its laws was as fatal as it was
blasphemous. Man's effort to relate
himself to his universe was the
source of his happiness, and the
conflicts and tensions of human
life were explained on the basis
of an inaccurate or inadequate
awareness of nature's laws. We
make nature obey us by obeying·
her, and man's best hope is in
finding a harmony with the uni verse on the basis of these laws.
History was the record of the
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realization of that hope. Enlightenment man tended to look with
patronizing condescension upon
the life of the prescientific era,
which peopled the universe with
spirits and deities and thus sought
in mythology the answers that
science alone could provide. This
condescension was an expression
of the faith of the eighteenth and
nineteenth century man in the
forward direction of historical
process. J. B. Bury has delineated
the origins and formulations of
this "idea of progress" and has
shown the way it reached into the
thinking of every stratum of society. The bourgeois theory of
progress was the naive faith in
the infinite improvability of man
that was largely produced by the
capitalist revolution. The development of finance capitalism in the
early modern era made it possible
for men to go from rags to riches
in a short time. The impression
thus created of infinite possibilities
for expansion and improvement
was substantiated when men grew
rich in the trading days. But nowhere was this mythology of progress more widespread than among
the founding fathers of American
democracy. America was· a land
of economic opportunity to those
who came here from various parts
of Europe. On the frontier the
individual succeeded in making a
life for himself and for his family
in what had previously been a
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wilderness. The rise of the middle
class as the most aggressive economic and political unit in the
early development of American
society brought with it an ideology
of progress and of man's function
in history which maintained that
there was no limit on his opportunity and that history was on the
way up. Thus it was that early
democratic liberalism developed
its philosophy of history.
Some of these same factors were
responsible for the development
of the Enlightenment doctrine of
man. The optimism of the democratic philosophy of history becomes even more explicit in its
attitude toward human nature.
Because nature is symmetrical in
its arrangement and orderly in
its operation and because history
is pointed in the direction of
progress, man in nature and history can redeem himself. Rousseau
is evidence of the fact that the
Enlightenment did not, as is sometimes charged, ignore the contradictions of the past which man
had not yet succeeded in eliminating. Among these, one of the most
vicious was political tyranny,
which corrupted both the tyrant
and the tyrannized and prevented
both from expressing the nobility
of their true nature. Part of the
evil of tyranny was the fact that
it stressed the corporate at the
expense of the individual, when
according to Enlightenment theo-
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ry, man as individual was the uncover the nature of true moralimoulder of his destiny. This in- ty by himself. This view has redividualism was a central tenet of ceived one of its most extensive
capitalist philosophy, as well as statements in the writings of Emerof the ideology that produced son. Out of the complex of factors
American democracy. It stands in that produced him, Emerson
contrast to the medieval concep- pieced together a view of the Good
tion of man's role in the corjJus which saw in man a "new-born
Christianwn as one of member- bard of the Holy Spirit." By his
ship rather than of individualis- Over-soul, man could gain a better
tic isolation, and to the historic insight into morality than he
Christian conception of man as could learn even from the greatest
captive to the powers of the old ethical teachers. If he could only
<~!On and incapable of extricating
clear away the encumbrances of
himself from that captivity. But tradition and convention, moral
it did supply Enlightenment men man could soar to new heights of
with a dynamic for action that nobility. Though it cannot be
traditional Christianity had often denied that the autonomy of Entended to deny them, and it pro- lightenment moralists sometimes
vided them with a secularized and led to moral anarchy, it would not
realized eschatology that inspired ·be fair to regard this as a necessary
hope and zeal simultaneously. connection; for in dealing with
Thus, the Enlightenment inter- such problems as slavery their
pretation of nature, of history, cultivation of moral introspection
and of man combined to form the produced an ethical earnestness
premises for the social ethic that that put much of Christian ethics
emerged from the Enlightenment to shame. If anything, the Chrisas the program of modern liberal tian critique of these writers would
democracy.
draw attention to their moralism
and to their consequent inability
The Enlightenment and Law
to take adequate account of man's
need for the forgiveness of sins.
lfN ITS effort to articulate that
Jl social ethic on the basis of these By their nurture of an ethic
premises, democracy developed a founded in man's inner life, the
view of the nature and source of thinkers of the Enlightenment
moral authority that was consistent succeeded in announcing a valid
with them. Since the individual critique of those ethical systems,
was basically good and capable including a great deal of historic
of redeeming himself without out- Christianity, which superimposed
side intervention, he was able to a given standard of behavior upon
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man without correcting and renewing his heart. To such correc• tion and renewal the Enlightenment brought its most strenuous
efforts, endeavoring to liberate the
inner life for the realization of
man's highest ethical potentialities, to free it from the arbitrary
t whim and caprice of tyrant and
law.
This is not to say that the Enlightenment's emphasis upon the
~
inner life necessarily involved a
repudiation of law. On the contrary, it expressed itself in an
.._ elaborate theory of "natural law"
as that which expresses the preestablished harmony of the universe and of man's place in the
universe. Kant's famous statement
about the starry heavens above
and the moral law within is a
credo of many Enlightenment
W men. Natural law is innate law,
built into the very structure of the
cosmos and of the human soul.
Positive law, as enacted by rulers
and governments, was to be an
approximation of this natural law
tJ as far as this was possible in society.
From the natural law certain
natural rights were also deduced,
inalienable as that law and as nature itself. Man could discover the
meaning of the natural law and
of natural rights within himself
and seek to conform to them in his
life and his relations with others.
All that was necessary was to teach
.._ man to recognize the natural law,
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and right conduct would emerge.
The exact content of the natural
law and of the rights derivative
from it was not a matter of common agreement. It was conditioned
by the pride and prejudice of the
particular thinker involved; and
therefore "power and privilege,
slavery, the inequality of races, the
superiority of the male over the
female sex, etc., have been defended in the name of 'natural
law.'" What was commonly agreed
upon was the existence of such a
natural law, the necessity of allegiance to it, and the requirement
of conduct in conformity with it.

The Enlightenment and the State
basis of this interpretation of morality and of natural law, the political heirs of the
Enlightenment also stated their
idea of the nature and purpose of
the state. Except for certain extremists, who regarded the state
in and of itself as an unwarranted
curb upon man's freedom, they
tried to define the functions and
limitations of the state in terms
of what they had to say about
man. The individual, acting in
consort with other individuals,
created the state as an agency for
the realization of certain goals.
Being so conceived and so dedicated, the state derived its just
powers from the consent of the
governed, and it dared not exer-
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cise authority beyond the powers
which such consent conferred.
When it did so nevertheless, it laid
itself open to rebellion, which was
merely the withdrawal by the
governed of that consent which
they had originally given. As the
origin of the state was to be sought
in the action of those who were
ruled by it, so the continuation of
its life was dependent upon their
action. Being alike endowed with
reason and the capacity for understanding the natural moral law,
they had the right and the duty
to bring these to bear upon the
commonwealth, directly through
their vote and indirectly through
their chosen representatives. Not
only the origin and the continuation, but also the purpose of the
life of the state was to be sought
in the men governed. It was "government of the people, by the
people, for the people." Their welfare was a determining criterion in
the evaluation of how a particular
state was succeeding, and this
meant their welfare primarily as
individuals, whose economic, social, and political ends deserved
the protection and encouragement
of government. All of this was
best served in a form of political
organization which would safeguard man's rights, give him an
opportunity for self-government,
and interfere as little as possible
with his exercise of those rights
in that self-government. Repre-

sentative democracy was that form
of political organization.
From what has been said thus
far, it is clear that democracy provides its adherents with a rather
thoroughgoing world view on
which to base their political philosophy. Growing up as it did in
an environment that still bore
features of its Christian ancestry,
that world view would appear to
have considerable validity even
when viewed from the standpoint
of the Christian faith. Christian
theonomy and Enlightenment au tonomy are agreed in their repudiation of any human system or
viewpoint that would seek to tyrannize man. They agree that for
a moral system to be effective it
must be more than the superimposition upon man of an arbitrary code, and that the inner life
of man must be the immediate
cause of his moral activity, though
the Enlightenment tended to make
it the efficient cause as well. They
agree that the ultimate foundation of all reality is kind and
friendly, though they conceive of
both this foundation and its kindness in divergent ways. In short,
the Christian thinker will find
much in democratic thought that
bears affinity to his own viewpoint.
There would seem to be more of
such affinity than much conservative Protestantism has been willing
to concede, though perhaps less
than Protestant liberalism claimed
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to find. There would appear to
be need for evangelicals to grasp
the full implication in this regard
of Luther's thesis that a Christian
inan is a free lord of all, subject
to none, and to find areas of cooperation and of criticism in their
dealings with those who find the
meaning of life best expressed m
the democratic faith.

Darwin's Man
Luther's thesis quoted above
be set into dialectical
relation to his equally passionate
insistence that a Christian man is
a dutiful servant of all, subject to
all. If Christian theonomy bears
certain affinities to Enlightenment
autonomy and to the democracy it
r produced by virtue of their common insistence upon the integrity
and inviolability of man, it also
shares more than a little with
totalitarian heteronomy. And as
most American Christians have
supported democracy largely because it is the official political
philosophy of the United States,
so they have repudiated totalitarianism of various sorts more for
political than for religious reasons.
But totalitarianism deserves more
._ thorough Christian consideration
in the light of the answers it has
sought to provide for basic problems of human life and destiny.
Like the democracy of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,
uT
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the totalitarianism of the twentieth century came into being on
the basis of certain premises regarding nature, history, and man.
Between the classic articulations
of the democratic philosophy and
the development of modern totalitarianism came a significant shift
in the interpretation of nature.
The well-ordered and symmetrical
universe of Newton and the Enlightenment gave way to the ruthless and arbitrary universe of
modern man. Symptomatic of this
shift is Charles Darwin. At first
glance, his exposition of the origin
and descent of man appeared to
provide corroboration for the notion that man was involved in a
steady progress from the barbarism
of his ancestors to some future
ideal state, and it seemed to show
that the biological world was coordinated to this progress. Upon
closer observation, however, the
implications of the Darwinian hypothesis turned upon its supporters, and man was seen as a savage
member of a savage kingdom, in
which those who survive are not
always the best in terms of an
absolute standard, but those most
able to adapt themselves to their
changing environment. In such a
kingdom, man could not content
himself with a contemplation of
the starry heavens above and the
moral law within. He had to
struggle for his survival, struggle
against the forces without and
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within threatening that survival.
Because of his brute ancestry and
his inability completely to transcend it, even the most civilized
and sophisticated man gave evidence of his innate brutality in
economic exploitation, sexual
domination , political conquest,
and in many other ways. Meanwhile, the universe beyond man
and man's little sphere grew more
vast and less meaningful by the
decade, till man's picture of the
cosmos contained more knowledge
and less understanding th an it had
for many centuries.
As the cosmological mythologies
of the past became untenable,
many modern men erected other
mythologies, oriented now not
around the cosmos, but around
history. The brutality and the
arbitrariness which characterized
the part of the universe closest to
man-the biological-and which
seemed to play a large role out
beyond as well, they found at
work in historical process. One of
the most significant aspects of
modern totalitarian ideologies,
whether Fascist or Communist, is
the mythological interpretation of
history which they have advanced
as the basis of their political teachings. The most explicit such interpretation is the Marxist. View·
ing the history of all hitherto
existing society as the history of
class struggle, Marxism sought to
provide in the proletarian revolu-

tion a catastrophic redemption o[
the lower class from that struggle.
All appearances to the contrary
notwithstanding, that is the denouement of history, to be attained
not by slow and steady progress,
but by revolution. Though not
worked out in such explicit detail,
the Fascist philosophy of history
also operated with an essentially
mythological interpretation, substituting a mythology of race or
nation for the Marxists' mythology
of class. In keeping with this
interpretation, the Na:zis prided
themselves on "historical realism"
and used it to justify many of their
more extreme measures. The rewriting of history by both Fascists
and Marxists is a source of amusement to many Americans, but it is
a necessary product of their myth
of racial, national, or class superiority in the past as well as the
present struggle.
Because struggle is assigned so
prominent a place in its view of
nature and of history, totalitarianism makes use of it• also in its
doctrine of man. The bellum
omnium contra omnes is historically necessary because man is
basically egocentric. The Marxist
concept of "exploitation" is its
way of asserting that in history as
now constituted man seeks his
own good at the expense of others,
using their labors for his own
advancement. With a keen perception that few idealists can summon,
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.. Marxism is able to penetra te intn
the self-centered motives often
"~ underlying apparently selfless attitudes like patriotism, motherlove, and religious worship. Similarly, the ideological leaders of
..., Fascism tended to be cynically
realistic about man's desire for
... self-advancement, and to cater to
this desire in their political activity. This feature of th e totalitarian
view of man is one of the most
evident contrasts between modern
totalitarianism and the Enlightenment. Another distinctive feature
of the totalitarian doctrine of man
is its realization of the corporate
character of human existence.
While democracy stresses the individual as primary and sees the
corporate in terms of how it
.,. serves the individual, totalitarianism seeks to subordinate the in"' dividual to the common good.
This common good is, of course,
interpreted in the light of th e
group mythology which the particular totalitarianism maintains,
whether it be one of race or nation or class. Those who do not
belong to the group are to be
rigidly excluded, and those who
do are compelled to subject their
will to the will of the group; since
· ~ the meaning of life is ultimately
to be found in participation in
~ the collective life of the group
rather than in the realization of
individual ambition and destinv.
Utilizing these and alli ed affirm~-

tions concerning nature, history,
and man as the pre-suppositions
of its system, totalitarianism has
systematized a political philosophy in keeping with them and
therefore in sharp contrast to
democracy.

Totalitarian Law and Morality
democracy sought the
basis of its ethic within man,
totalitarianism carried out its presuppositions when it came to describe the nature and sow·ce of
moral authority. Inasmuch as man
was self-seeking, he needed to have
morality imposed upon him from
the outside, for left to his own
resources he could not be trusted
either to discover or to obey the
imperative of the Good. The development of science made it impossible for man to seek this Good
in some sort of harmony with the
universe, for his brutality was already in harmon y with the brutality of his cosmic environment.
Totalitarianism thus felt deprived
of the chief external source of
morality to which the Enlightenment had looked, namely, the universe, and at the same time its
pessimism regarding man 's potentialities for self-improvement compell ed it to look with extreme suspicion upon any interpretation of
th e ethical which sought its validation within man. The totalitarian interpretation of th e collec-
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tive and corporate nature of human life also determined its theory
of moral authority; for if the
meaning of life was to be sought
in the group, then the group was
also a better judge of morality
than any individual in it. Totalitarian morality, therefore, is heteronomous in that it believes that
man needs to have his moral authority imposed upon him from
beyond him. It shares with Christianity a realization that man can
attain to true morality only in
terms of a lord above him, to
whom he looks as the Source of
every good. Differ though they do
in their identification of this lord,
Christianity and totalitarianism
agree that whatever good man has
or may acquire comes down from
the Source of all good.
From its particular Source of all
good each of these also derives the
nature of law. Since totalitarianism identifies its race or class or
nation as the Source of good, it
also bases law upon its group. As
the Enlightenment insisted that
positive political law be checked
against the natural law, so totalitarianism refused to accept the
tradition of positive law as final
and determinative. But its criterion for the revision of positive
law was the arbitrary decision of
the ruling group. The Marxist
interpretation of the history of law
specifically maintains that the
ruling classes pass laws for th e
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defense of their vested interests ..
and their preferred position in
society, and in the Soviet Union
this same interpretation has produced a set of laws aimed at the
elimination of the enemies of the
classless society and the advance- ,
ment of the working class. In Nazi
Germany, the totalitarian manipulation of law enabled the leaders
of the state to overthrow the jurisprudential tradition of centuries
and to substitute the will and
whim of the dictator for the mandates of law. In all totalitarianism,
law must give 'in to the dictates
of the ruling group. Citizens are
thus denied any recourse or appeal
from the ruling group to the law,
for the group is primary and the
law is derivative from it. In the
jurisprudence of democracy, con- ~
stitutional law is the guarantee of
a continuity of rights and free- ~
doms despite changing governments. By its subordination of the
law to the arbitrary decisions of
the ruler or rulers, totalitarianism
must look elsewhere for its assurance of continuity.

The Totalitarian State
HIS

continuity it finds in its

T theory of the state. In this area

there might appear to be a wide
cleavage between the ideology of
Marxism, which looks forward to
the withering away of the state,
and the ideology of Fascism, which
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exalts the state as such. As a matter of fact, however, the Soviet
style of Marxism has been compelled to devise an "interim ethic"
of a strong state until the consummation of world revolution. In
-1
fascism, on the other hand, the
exaltation of the state was merely
"' an expression of its regard for the
nation. According to Nazi theory,
the nation created the state as an
~
expression of its will and needs;
according to Soviet Marxism, the
working class makes use of the
~
state for its defense against the
capitalist imperialism which
threatens it. According to both,
the authority of the state is derived from that of the ruling
group. But since the ruling group
has been all but deified, the state
which it creates becomes a sort of
absolutely conceived "Order of
Creation." Democracy tends to believe that the state which governs
best is the state which governs
least, for it sees the state primarily
) as the guarantor of the individual's rights to life, liberty, and
property. Totalitarianism holds
that the state which governs best
is the state which governs most,
for it sees the state as the fulfillment of that which individuals
cannot attain by themselves and
the necessary curb upon the excesses to which untrammeled individualism can lead. Since human
life is corporate in nature, the
state is the logical expression for
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man's highest good. It is more
than the sum total of the individuals who make it up. In it the
ruling class or ruling race finds an
expression of its historical destiny,
and individuals belonging to this
race or class can best discover their
destiny here, too.
Totalitarianism has succeeded,
then, in developing a political
philosophy that takes full account
of man's demonic possibilities as
these have been documented by
his discoveries of the ruthless and
arbitrary nature to which he belongs. It has grounded this philosophy in an interpretation of history which gives meaning to contemporary society in terms of its
past and its future. From its view
of nature, history, and man, there
has emerged an integrated world
view whose scope and breadth demands admiration and careful attention. As Christian theonomy
finds itself allied with enlightenment autonomy in their rejection
of idolatry, so it finds itself sympathetic to totalitarian heteronomy in their common insistence
upon the acknowledgment of a
sovereignty to which every knee
must bow, a sovereignty that often
appears capricious in its functionings, but that nevertheless holds
in its grasp the secret of man's
highest destiny if he would but
disavow all other lordships and
relate himself to it in submission
and obedience. Because much re-
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cent Christian thought has been
reluctant to predicate such sovereignty of God, it has often been
unable to match the reverent religiousness of totalitarianism with
an equally fervent confession in
the transcendent Holy who remains Lord even and especially in
His forgiveness. Significantly, it
was the study of non-Christian religions by men like Otto and Heiler which led to a recovery of this
depth dimension in the Christian
view of the Deus absconditus. And
it has been in confrontation with
lhe demonic lordship of totalitarianism that Continental Christians came lo see the full meaning
of the eschatological lordship of
Christ.

• • •
In their political decisions Christians are never faced by abstract
choices, but by the concrete situation in which they stand. The
temptations and possibilities of
this situation are the framework

of these choices. Neither democracy nor totalitarianism is totally
free of the temptation of hybris,
as the conduct of Christians under
both kinds of regime has shown.
Nor is either devoid of possibilities for Christian service and Christian witness, as the conduct of
Christians under ancient Roman
and modern totalitarian governments has indicated, and as the
record of the Church in America
has demonstrated. This does not
mean that the Christian attitude
to the two types of political philosophy is relativistic, or that no
judgments are possible except tentative ones. There are specific
Christian teachings which compel
a more definite stand on both totalitarianism and democracy than
Christians have usually taken.
Such a stand in relation to both
heteronomy and autonomy could
find much helpful insight in the
dialetic of Christian theonomy
voiced by Luther's "Liberty of the
Christian Man."
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The State as Order
of Creation
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theologians confronted by the modern state as it
began to develop in the 1 gth century attempted to come to a theological understanding of the problem. This understanding was unavoidably influenced by the basic
pattern of the various concepts of
the state. Indeed the effort to
speak in a relevant manner to the
problem as it confronts the church
occasionall y perverted the theological answer into mere naturalism, romanticism or idealism.
It is not surprising that some
theologians a ttempted in their
theological interpretation of the
state to make peace with naturalism and positivism and to grant
the state an autonomy which
would separate it effectively from
the control of revelation.
It was Ernst Troeltsch who gave
the theoretical impetus to this ap·
proach, by insis~ing that Luther
had operated with a "double morality" in his political ethics.
While he allegedly advocated the

L

morality of the Sermon on the
Mount for the Christian individual, he advocated an autonomous
official morality for the Christian
who is a responsible member of
collectivities like the state. Perhaps the most articulate practical
representative of this view was
Friedrich Naumann. For him the
state was merely an instrument of
power. He said, "The struggle for
survival has taught the nations to
be armored animals." And he believed that the Christian must be
guided by two entirely different
ethical attitudes as citizen and as
a disciple of Christ. "Every one of
us," he said, "is a servant in many
realms and in those realms must
obey an iron compulsion, a power
of logic, which is contained in the
situation itself. But wherever we
are free from such compulsion and
logic, wherever we have the feeling
that our path is not determined
there is the part of our life where
we want to be first of all servants
of Christ." On the basis of this
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position he could say, "There have
always been attempts to devise a
state with the help of the Christian ideas of fellowship. This state
is supposed to be better than the
state built on power and coercion.
But this is merely meaningless
speculation." Here we see the concept of political autonomy, of a
state completely independent and
operating according to its own inherent laws, in its most flagrant
form.
,
In a somewhat mitigated form
this notion can be found among
those theologians who recognize
the autonomy of the state but feel
that the Christian individual can
influence the state in the direction
of the Gospel. According to this
view, the only influence of Christianity upon the state occurs by
way of the Christian personality.
Thus J. S. Schoffel expressed this
attitude in relation to the problem
of capitalism by saying, "Capitalism is only bearable if represented
by a God-related personality." The
basic rules governing the state are
here, too, considered inherent in
the state. They are discovered as
the result of political experience.
However, through the Christian
individual these "positivistic" or
"naturalistic" rules come to some
extent under the influence of
Christianity.
While the "naturalistic" interpretation of the state always found
some theological adherents, the

most common attitude of Lutheran theologians towards the state
is a combination of conservativeromantic notions with a Biblical
concept of the state as divinely
ordained. Here political revolution and sin are simply identified.
Sin is the power which destroys
order, and God has instituted the
existing government as a barrier
against sin. The state can never
be organized by the people, who
are sinners, but must be instituted
by God. This state is the "status
quo." Everything that threatens
this divinely ordained feudal aristocracy is sinful. The state is conceived as an "organism" and it is
to be a Christian organism. The
head is the monarch, and the
members must be cheerfully obedient to this head. Friedrich Julius
Stahl, the most brilliant representative of this romantic-Lutheran attitude towards the state, said,
"The Lutheran Church in its
overwhelmingly inward direction
has no sympathy with republicanism, it has no desire for republican forms in the state or in the
church, it rather fosters the attitude that in secular matters those
who have been called, the rulers
and kings, should reign, if only
the religious conscience is safeguarded."
This conservative romanticism
in regard to the state was initially
connected with Prussia's feudal
aristocracy. Later it found another
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spokesman in Adolf Stocker, the weird efforts to prove that Chrisfounder of the so-called Christian- tian love demands the acceptance
Social Party. Here too we observe of National Socialism and racism.
an effort to maintain the unity
The concept of the orders of creot Church, State and Nation with- ation became for the theologians
in the framework of the existing influenced by romanticism a
"" feudal orders and significantly in- means of uncritical acceptance of
cluding also the rising proletariat. the empirical state as Christian or
Stocker's movement was also char- as an unqualifiedly valid expresacterized by the notions of the sion of the divine will. But the
"Christian State" and of "Chris- idealistic concept of the state also
tian Politics."
found its way into Lutheran theolThis romantic interpretation of ogy. Under the direct influence
the organic character of the state of Hegel, Richard Rothe suggested
and its roots in the divine order that it was the task of the Church
found many theological spokes- to disappear within the state. For
men in the time of National-So- Rothe the state was the most imcialism who used these same ideas portant divine instrument for the
in order to justify their adherence salvation of the world. In fact,
to the Nazi state. Here belong the state became for him a reliamong others some of the writ- gious community possessing an in• ings of Gogarten, Althaus and nate holiness. It was a means of
Hirsch. In this general mood Alt- communion with God in a sacrahaus could say, "Every nation has mental sense. To the extent to
a twofold task: It is obliged to which the state became the
preserve its biological health and Church, the kingdom of God on
purity and to combat the danger earth was arriving. Rothe believed
~ of neglecting its biological duties
that all activities of the Church
(racial hygiene). It is to realize its should be directed towards the
destiny in the individuality and goal of her disappearance within
in the special mission that is en- the state.
trusted to it and to maintain its
Since Rothe's view was conintegrity by warding off all for- sidered by some a valid undereign control. It must use every standing of the state from the
~ resource at its disposal to execute
background of Evangelical Luthe Creator's plan (i.e., its destiny theran theology, it is not surprisas a nation) which is latent in its ing to discover that others have
historical situation." It is into this interpreted this type of theology
company that we must also place as effectively effacing Christianity
Georg Wiinsch and his somewhat and turning it into the worship
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of the state. During the Third
Reich, Arno Deutelmoser insisted
that Luther through his alleged
acceptance of the state as sheer
power had overcome Christianity
by taking Christianity's presuppositions seriously. Luther's doctrine of the state, idealistically interpreted, is according to this
view the key to the ultimate defeat of Christianity.
From this brief survey it can be
seen that naturalistic, romantic
and idealistic notions of the state
found their way into various types
of continental Lutheran theology.
ln an effort to come to terms with
naturalism the concept of the state
was completely isolated from the
Christian faith and developed according to the laws allegedly inhering in it. In a gnostic manner
the Creator-God and the SaviourGod were separated. On the other
hand the attempts to understand
the state within the framework of
the orders of creation as an organism designed to work with the
Church for the salvation of mankind revealed an inability to take
the corrupting influence of sin as
seriously as it must be taken. In
an endeavor very similar to the
efforts of Romanism, the orders of
creation were used here to establish a Christian state which was
to be an expression of the Gospel
rather than the Law. The orders
of creation became patterns for
the establishment of this "Chris-

tian" state. Thus when Schoffel
says, "Every man, even the prole•
tarian, must be given the opporttmity to live according to the
purpose of creation," we observe
the practical omission of the £act
of the Fall. Does any man in the
world as we know it have the opportunity to live acq:>rding to the
purpose of creation? The romantic
notion of the state seems to lead
always to some unsophisticated
form of theocracy.
While the romantic notion
tended to confuse Law and Gospel, the idealistic view of the state
mad e the Law into the Gospel.
The state became the Church.
And in its most radical form the
idealistic philosophy of the state
preached a gospel of glorified power which was completely at odds
with the Gospel of Christ. While
even in the naturalistic view of
the state Christianity found a hiding place in the inner life of the
Christian individual, the idealistic
view was utterly totalitarian. The ~
Gospel was swallowed up in the
worship of the state as the instrument of power.
There have, of course, been
other attempts to solve the problem. Yet naturalism, romanticism
and idealism were more or less t
influential in all the efforts to
come to terms with the reality of
the modern state. The question
rises, is it possible to come to an
evaluation of the state independ-
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ently from these three dominating
philosophical attitudes? What is
the state on the basis of Scripture
and with constant reference w
Martin Luther's own understanding of the state?

The Origin of the State

A

discussion of the state on
a biblical basis is complicated
by the fact that the word "state"
as referring to the political organization of this world does not occur in the New Testament at alL
The term polis when not merely
a geographic description refers in
the New Testament to the "city
which has foundations, whose
builder and maker is God." The
word politeia is used only twice
and refers at one time to the "commonwealth of Israel," the other
time to the "citizenship" of the
Apostle PauL The term basileia
is used almost exclusively for the
"kingdom of God" or the "kingdom of heaven."
In the New Testament the state
is exousia, meaning "authority"
or "power." This exousia is the
possession of Christ in contrast to
the scribes and Pharisees. But it is
also the possession of the Roman
centurion of Capernaum. It is the
"power" of the apostles to bestow
the Holy Spirit and yet it is also
used for the "power" of Satan. In
fact it refers to angelic "powers"
serving and opposing God. Christ
NY
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Himself is the creator and possessor of this "power" in a unique
way: "For by him were all things
created, that are in heaven and
that are in earth, visible and invisible, whether they be thrones
or dominions, or principalities or
powers: all things were created by
him and for him." Yet Christ became obedient to "power" and was
crucified by it. For Pilate, the representation of the state-power as
Christ confronted it, had "power"
to crucify Him and "power" to release Him. And in the face of this
governmental power Christ says,
"Thou couldest have no power
at all against me except it were
given thee from above." If we
compare this description of the
borrowed power of the state with
the description of governmental
power in Romans 13, it becomes
clear that the "state" in the New
Testament is not the polis of ancient Greek philosophy. The state
in the Greek sense and in the
sense of present day political science is always some form of organized community having its origin
in the political nature of man.
This is not less true of those theological efforts to understand the
state which operate essentially
within the framework of Greek
philosophical thought.
According to the Bible, however, the state is ordering authority and power, having its origin
in God. Thus a Biblical under-
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standing of the state as authority
must see the state in relation to
the creative will of God. Here
much confusion has been caused
through the theological efforts to
understand the Biblical concept
of political order while operating
with a modern concept of the state
and injecting this concept into
the Biblical description of government. The modern state in whatever form it may appear is never
"order of creation" in the particular manner in which it happens
to organize the community. As little as the particular Roman state
of Christ's time was "order of
creation." Not the Imperium Romanum, not the disintegrating
Holy Roman Empire of Luther's
time or the electorate of Saxony
or even the republican form of
government as incorporated in the
American constitution are "order
of creation." But the exousia
which expresses itself in all these
states is. In order to avoid confusion we should probably follow
Luther's example and speak of
"authority" as an order of creation
rather than using the ambiguous
term "state."
This authority is created by
God. It is important to realize
that it is "ordained of God" in the
same sense in which the family
and the Church are so ordained.
Furthermore, all these ordines are
concrete "orders," not abstract
ideas or tendencies within man

which man may or may not develop. They are not "natural law"
in the sense in which this term has
been used since Hugo Grotius
made it a moral principle, independent from God. They are not
the natural development of man's
social existence as the scholastic
theologians would insist. They
confront man as objectively as all
other creatures for they are created
with him and precede the Fall. Although "authority" and the other
divine orders can be perverted by
man, he cannot do away with them
without doing away with himself.
Similarly, man cannot get away
from the fact of his body; he can
use or abuse it, but he cannot do
away with it without doing away
with himself. Thus authority exists and it is as impossible to
escape its reality as it is impossible
to escape the reality "family." I
cannot escape the fact of being a
father or the fact of being a son.
I may attempt to escape the legal
consequences but I cannot escape
the reality. And authority as a
divine order of creation is good.
It is good because of its origin in
God and it is good because of the
purpose for which it exists. What
is this purpose of authority?

A Remedy Against Sin
ROXIMATELY,

as the result o(

P the fall it is a "remedy against

sin." Because of man's sin author-

T'-
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ity has a compulsory and restraining character and is an instrument
of divine punishment. Kings and
governors are God's deputies for
the punishment of evildoers and
for the praise of them that do
well. Man in his revolt against
God would actually destroy himself and his world were it not for
the divine orders which restrain
him. This is particularly true of
political authority. It was Luther's
justified claim that he had rediscovered this divine character of
political authority while sweeping
away the pale philosophical explanations of the scholastics and
"praised the temporal sword and
temporal government more highly than any other man since the
time of the apostles." Order is
good, chaos is evil, and it is authority which preserves the world
in a semblance of order in spite
of the tendencies of sinful men to
create chaos. Hobbes' war of all
against all, though not a fact of
our historical past, would always
be a possibility were it not for the
power of authority.
Even in democratic America
we need order and authority. No
form of government xs m fact
more dependent upon authority
than democracy. The very fact
that authority is more diffused
does not for a moment detract
from its essential nature. The authority of government is essential
to good government everywhere.
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The American democratic insistence upon "due process of law" is
possible only within the framework of authority.
The confusion of the issue
comes when authority is explained
in terms of political science rather
than as God-given order of creation. Then the legitimacy of authority becomes dependent upon
some abstract theory concerning
its historical origin. All efforts to
prove the legitimacy of royal, republican or dictatorial authority
on the basis of its origin in some
social contract are hopelessly beside the point. Not only do they
not prove anything, for Hobbes,
Locke, Rousseau could justify all
sorts of empirical states from the
same basic principle, but they detract from the true criterion of
authority-is it order of creation,
does it fulfill the divine task for
which it was created? It is its task
to establish "civil justice" or in
Biblical terms, to be "not a terror
to good works but to the evil," "a
minister of God, a revenger to execute wrath upon him that doeth
evil."
This may possibly be true of a
dictatorship and it may possibly
not apply to a popular democracy.
In any case the criterion is not to
be found in an analysis of its historical origin or the intention of
its constitution, or the moral
standards of the individuals who
happen to occupy positions of
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power. The justification of authority lies in the fulfillment of its
divine function, not in the legality
of its human history. Thus Luther
could say, "God does not care
where the kingdom comes from ,
but it must be ruled."
This may be best illustrated by
an analysis of the "authority" of
which the Apostle Paul spoke
when he wrote Romans 13. The
emperor was Nero. He became
the ruler when his mother poisoned his step-father, the emperor
Claudius. This was hardly the
"legitimate" way to obtain power.
At the same time Nero and his
predecessors were men who lived
extremely evil lives and the same
can be said of the Roman governor Felix whom St. Paul confronted personally. St. Paul was
aware of this situation as his vivid
description of the moral disintegration in Rome in his Epistle to
the Romans demonstrates. And
yet he wrote Romans 13. For in
spite of all the personal crimes of
the Roman rulers the Imperium
was still essentially authority attempting to punish evil-doers. The
basic function of political authority was maintained in the Roman
empire to an amazing degree, as
St. Paul's appeal to the emperor
demonstrates.
Even 1n its striking conflict
with our Lord Jesus Christ, Roman authority m the person of
Pontius Pilate demonstrated the

true character of authority in the
de jure acquittal of Jesus. The
failure of Pontius Pilate was the
failure of political authority to
be what it is designed to be. It
was not the Roman Imperium
that failed, but Pontius Pilate
gave in to a mob.
Authority is good. But its value
depends on its willingness and
ability to enforce "civil justice."
The state does not fail in being
authority but it fails when it ceases
to be authority. When the political authority becomes the instrument of injustice, when it generally and intentionally becomes a
terror to good works, it becomes
in instrument of the power of the
devil. The authority as order of
creation depends on "justice" and
"power." Whenever it completely
lacks either element it is no longer
a minister of God. The New Testament knows of this situation
only as an actuality of the Impending end of history before the
return of Christ.

The State, the Law and
the Gospel
as divine order of
creation is vitally related to
the Law. It is ordained to enforce
the Law. Against all those in our
time who would say that "law" is
merely the description of the will
of those in authority, a Biblical
understanding of political authority makes this very authority de-
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pendent upon the Law. As Jacques
Ellul has pointed out, it is this
for two reasons. Valid law is always divine Law; it is expression
of the righteousness of God. The
authority of the law does not derive from the political authority,
or from "reason" or "nature" but
from God Himself. Furthermore,
as we noted above, political authority has been created for the
sake of civil righteousness, i.e., for
the sake of the law. Because of
the righteousness of God authority
has been ordained. Thus political
authority does not determine the
nature of right and wrong, as
positivism would have it, but as
we indicated above, its relationship to right and wrong determines the validity of political authority. It is in fact part of the
structure of Law with which God
confronts us.
But what is this Law of which
"political authority" is a part and
which it is called upon to enforce?
It is the Law which the Jews received in the Ten Commandments
and which God has written in the
hearts of all men. As Luther said,
"at no other place have the natural laws been put forth in such
a competent and orderly manner
as by Moses." This is the divine
natural Law which God has given
man primarily to accuse him of
sin and drive him to Christ but
which is also used to establish the
"civil righteousness" which is the
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concern of the political authority.
Unlike the scholastics, Luther was
very careful not to define this divine natural Law too specifically.
He felt that those "who presume
to be in possession of natural Law
and who glory in it often become
great and glorious natural fools."
Yet in order to understand the
task of political authority which
must be judged in relation to this
structure of divine natural Law
we may summarize it briefly in
the principle of civil justice as expressed in the Golden Rule.
But what are the obligations of
"political authority" in relation
to this Law? They are in the main
three. First, political authority expresses the Law in the form of
positive laws. It is by means of
political authority that the Law
confronts us as a reality. And it
is the task of political authority
to define and proclaim the Law
as it is "written in the hearts
of men." Thus the principles of
the Golden Rule should become
normative, e.g., for the statutes of
the state of Minnesota. And to a
considerable extent they actually
do. This is not a confusion of
Law and Gospel , for the Golden
Rule is, of course, not the Go~pel.
But when the State of Minnesota
passes a law governing the speed
of motor vehicles, it is to a very
large extent determined by the
Golden Rule and merely expresses
what is considered right by all
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men who have the Law written in
their hearts. (This of course does
not mean that these same people
will obey these same laws.) Furthermore, political authority evaluates the Law formally and systematizes it. Whether the principle of the Golden Rule means
one law or another is sometimes a
technical question which has to be
determined by experts; it is the
task of political authority to supply these experts. These men are,
however, not free to make laws
in an absolutely independent sense
but their function is circumscribed
and technical. The ultimate source
of the Law is not political authority but God.
The function of expressing the
Law in forms of positive law by
defining and evaluating the practical expressions is the first duty
of political authority. The second
duty is to enforce the law. Authority must give power to the law,
and a political authority which
fails in this obligation fails in its
God-given task. Law without sanctions is not law. Here the mutual
obligation of law and political authority becomes quite obvious.
Though political authority exists
for the sake of the Law, the law
is only real if enforced through
political authority. Though the
law does not receive its validity,
it does receive its power from the
political authority, and the government must not bear the sword

in vain. It is here that Luther saw
more clearly than most other theologians the government's responsibility to use force and to be
power.
And finally it is the task of political authority to be the protector of the Law. This means more
than enforcing law, it means to
set an example. In this sense Luther could exhort the Christian
prince "to apply his whole mind
to make himself useful and serviceable to (his people) and not
think 'Land and people are mine;
I will do as I please' but thus, 'I
belong to land and people; I must
do what is profitable and good
for them." Political authority as
protector of the law is responsible
before God for the law. And the
person who is in the position of
political authority is in a unique
way responsible to God. He is responsible not only as an individual but as a bearer of political
responsibility. For this reason Luther could describe the bearer of
such authority in the most glowing terms: "Besides the Gospel
and the office of the ministry there
is no greater treasure on earth
than authority." "And he who
despises authority and is disobedient opposes at the same time the
true and highest God who speaks
and judges through it."
The destruction of authority always involves the destruction of
Law and thus the means that God
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has given to preserve the world
for the proclamation of the Gospel. And just as the Law has a
double function, namely to establish civil righteousness and to
drive men to the Gospel, so authority is also ultimately dependent upon the Gospel of Jesus
Christ. Though the government
may very well be the expression
of the work of God's left hand and
his mask and allegory, in God the
right hand knows what the left
hand is doing, and behind the
mask there is for those who believe the face of the God who is
Love.

Authority and Divine Love
authority is, therefore,
Pfor the Christian
not unrelated
OLITICAL

...

to Christ and the Gospel. While
authority is proximately a remedy
against sin and the result of the
Fall, it is in an ultimate sense an
expression of the divine mercy and
love. It is through authority that
the world is preserved for the
proclamation of the Gospel. It is
this political authority which often
makes room for the preaching of
the Gospel, and were there no
authority such opportunity would
certainly disappear. Furthermore,
the Christian knows that his.Lord
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Jesus Christ is the author of all
authority. Thus authority cannot
be divorced from the Gospel. It
is because of the saving work of
Christ and for the sake of this
saving work that it exists. And it
is through Christ that political authority, which confronts us in history always as the authority of sinful men, is ultimately reconciled
with God. "And having made
peace through the blood of his
cross, by him to reconcile all
things unto himself; by him, I
say, whether they be things in
earth or things in heaven ."
Though confronting men as an
expression . of the law it is the
result of God's creative love and
exists for the sake of the Gospel.
Consequently authority will not
eventually wither away or disappear, for the end is not anarchy
but "the kingdom of God," the
eternal realm of divine authority.
It is indeed important to maintain the functional separation of
Law and Gospel, especially in relation to the government and not
paralyze political authority by
making the Gospel its law. But it
is equally important to maintain
the ontological unity of Law and
Gospel within the creative Love
of God.

Letter from

Xanadu, Nebraska
Dear Editor:
Well, sir, this is the month I
used to dread. These jokes about
poor John Q. Taxpayer and his
barrel were just about literaiiy
true in my case. But about three
years ago I got smart and invested
a few dollars in a good lawyer,
which was one of the best investments I ever made because the
lawyer I got, Solon Scheister, can
do things with a tax return that
are really a joy to behold.
Take this "cost of doing business" thing, for instance. I used
to think in the innocency of my
heart that the only items you
could charge off to advertising
were things like ads in the paper
and match folders. I never knew
that you could write off something
like the expenses of entertaining
the Men's Club to advertising but,
like Solon says, a business man
advertises just as much through
social contacts as he does through
the papers and on that basis he is
justified in charging off any thing
that he does to win goodwill for
himself and his business. So now

I even write my cigars off to advertising because, after all, I give
enough of them away to customers.
Then there is this matter of contributions. I have never been a
man to throw my money around
recklessly on every "good cause"
that came along, but sometimes I
wished in January that I had
made a few more contributions
during the previous year to reduce my tax liability. Well, Solon
had an answer to that problem,
too, and it's so beautifully simple
that I could kick myself for not
having thought of it myself. All
of my checks are numbered, of
course, so the trick is to leave
three or four checks blank around
the 24th of December. Then, in
January, if you see that your tax
liability could be reduced by a
couple more contributions to the
church or some charity, you just
fill in the blank checks, mail
them off, and who's to know that
they were not bona fide expressions of the Yuletide spirit? The
serial numbers are right in line
with the rest of the December
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checks and you'd have a hard
time proving that they were writlen in January.
Every year, Don Newhope, the
druggist, and I get into an argument about this tax business. Don
is just a young guy and I keep
trying to tell him that he could
save himself a lot of money if he
would quit being so doggoned
soft-headed about filling out his
return. But then Don claims that
I chisel the government and I
ought to be ashamed of myself
and all that. The trouble is that
he misses the whole point. Solon
put it very nicely the other evening, I thought. He said that,
after all, the government writes
the law, not you or me. They can
afford to hire the best lawyers in
the country and if these highpriced lawyers can't write a law
so that a small-town lawyer can't
find loopholes in it that's just too
bad. Besides (and this is the point
I keep trying to get across to Don),
I make only a certain amount of
money every year, and I have a
wife and two kids. The way I
figure it, every dollar I give to
the government is a dollar that
I have to take away from my own
family. But, of course, Don is a
convert and, like a lot of these
guys that get religion late in life,
he has a tendency to carry things
to extremes.
But to change the subject. You
remember my letter last January
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about the trouble we were having
with old Rev. Goettlich? Well,
now the old boy has gone and
gotten himself a job with a little
congregation out in the country
and they're paying him $wo.oo a
month plus house but he is still
getting the $7 5.00 a month pension we voted him when he retired
here. I have hated to suggest that
he ought to turn it back now that
he has a job and, to tell the truth,
I sort of expected that he would
offer to turn it back without being
asked. But he seems to think that
he is entitled to it and now I'm
wondering what we ought to do.
I can't see St. Swithin's supporting
another congregation's preacher,
especially when we are having
trouble enough meeting our own
budget. But what really hurts is
that I thought that Goettlich was
a really spiritual man and here he
turns out to be as bad as anybody
else.
By the way, Lent came just in
time this year. Doc Kopfweh tells
me that I have to take off about
twenty pounds in the next couple
of months so I'm killing two birds
with one stone-getting my weight
down and making my Lenten sacrifice all at once. I've only been
at it three days now but I can
tell you already that when Easter
rolls around I am going to buy
one of everything they have at the
A and P.
Hungrily,
G. G.

.
AND MUSIC MAKERS
Some Great Pianists of Yesterday
BY WALTER A. HANSEN

1\ Will you permit me to in;· dulge in a little reminiscing
and to do a bit of ruminating?
I have before me a box containing four 45 rpm. discs. The title
of the set-one of the series called
A Treasury of Immortal Performances-is Great Pianists of the Past
Play Chopin (RCA Victor WCT6o).
hese recordings-re-recordings,
in fact-fascinate me no end. They
evoke many memories. They give
wings to my pen and to my
tongue.
Lest I forget, I shall point out
first of all that the transferring of
these recorded performances to
the 45 rpm. speed has brought
about a marked improvement in
the quality of the reproduction.
Vladimir de Pachmann (18481933) plays Chopin's Nocturne in
E Minor, Op. 72. The recording
was made in England in N ovember, 1927. Then I hear Moritz
Rosenthal (1862-1945) as he pre44

sents three of the great Pole's Preludes: B Minor, Op. 28, No. 2;
G Major, Op. 28, No. 3; and
A Major, Op. 28, No. 7· Therecording was cut in England in November, 1935.
Next I listen to the great Ignace
Jan Paderewski's (1860-1941) reading of the Mazurka in C Sharp
Minor, Op. 63, No. J, as recorded
on October 14, 1930. Then Mischa
Levitski (1898-1941) plays the wonderful Scherzo No. 3, in C Sharp
Minor, Op. 39, one of my favorite
piano works. This recording was
made in England in October, 1929.
Alfred Denis Cortot (1877- )
g·ives a beautiful performance of
the Berceuse in D Flat Major, Op.
57, as recorded three days after
Christmas in 1926; Sergei Rachmaninoff (1873-1943) plays the
Waltz in C Sharp Minor, Op. 64,
No. 2, as recorded in Camden,
New Jersey, on April 5, 1927; and,
to conclude the unusual Chopin
recital, Josef Lhevinne (1874-1943)

,
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thrills me with his magnificent
reading of the Polonaise No. 6}
in A Flat Major} Op. 53} as recorded on January 6, 1936.
Unfortunately, I never had an
opportunity to h ear Pachmann in
the flesh. Neither did I ever at·
tend a recital given by Rosenthal
or Levitzki. But the magic of the
phonograph has enabled me to
learn at least something about
Lhe sorcery that was part and parcel of Pachmann's artistry. In the
same way I have become acquainted with some of the characteristics of the playing of Levitzki and Rosenthal. I admire Pachmann-on the basis of the recordings I know-and I know that
Rosenthal had a fabulous technic.
Levitzki's playing, however-as I
know it from discs-seems to me
to lack some of the essentials of
genuine greatness.
I shall never forget the Paderewski recitals I have heard. One
of them took place shortly after
I had begun to write about concerts in the capacity of a music
critic. Naturally, I was thrilledand a bit nervous-when the newspaper gave me the assignment to
"cover" the recital.
But why did I not try to interview the great artist? I was too
timid. I was afraid to go to the
great pianist's private car to ask
for a few minutes of his time. I
stood in awe of the master, who,
for all I knew. may have been
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playing poker while I kept saying
to myself, "Shall I ask for an appointment?"
I wish I could have overcome
that feeling of bashfulness. Since
that time I have interviewed many
of the world's greatest musicians,
and I have learned that genuine
greatness and, shall I say, approachability go hand in hand.
The small fry-those who pretend
to be great-place themselves on
lofty pedestals and say, "We don't
want to be bothered."
A Paderewski Recital
f\ Will you permit me to quote
•. from my review of Paderewski's recital-a review written in
November, 1930?
I am a bit ashamed of the style
of writing I used in those days.
Two things, in particular, literally slap me in the face as I reexamine the article of mine that
appeared in cold print on the day
after the Paderewski concert. At
that time I used the editorial
"we." Thank goodness, I discarded
that vile habit years ago. Today
the editorial "we" is corny-even
worse than corny. Those who express opinions in their writings
should have the courage to employ the personal pronoun of the
first person singular. Why hide
behind a "we" when you write
under a by-line? To say that the
use of "I" is always a sure indication of vanity is to indulge in a
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conclusion that is utterly preposterous.
The other thing that makes me
hang my head in pain and shame
as I re-read my article on Paderewski's recital is the altogether
horrendous fact that I sometimes
spoke of a composition as a "number." Today I detest such a use of
the word "number." I detest it
with every fiber of my being. I
suffer agony whenever I hear someone say, "Ladies and gentlemen,
the first number on our program
will be .. ."
I shall quote from my review
-with proper apologies for the
editorial "we" and for the horrendous use of the word "number"
-because the passing of the years
has not changed my convictions
regarding the artistry of Paderewski.
The great pianist had included
in his program four works from
the pen of Claude Debussy. After
stating that his readings of these
masterpieces had thrilled me, I
went on as follows:
We admit without hesitation that
we have an inordinate penchant for
Debussy's music and that p erhaps this
predilection of ours has a tendency
to warp the little critical judgment
we may possess. But the fact remains
that among composers Debussy is a
figure to be reckoned with. He has
come into his own, and no concert
pianist can afford to neglect his works.
If his compositions were always played

as Paderewski performed tl1em, they
would soon be as popular as those
of Chopin .
A few years ilgo a we!Lknown critic
in New York City wrote in a review
of a recital given by Paderewski that
the famous Pole was still a great
pianist but no longer a good pianist.
We are anxiously waiting to see
whether this same critic has made,
or will make, a similar statement regarding Paderewski in 1930. At any
rate, we desire to say most emphatically that the pianism exhibited last
evening at the Shrine Auditorium
was of the very highest order.
We wish, however, that Paderewski
had not chosen to play Rachmaninoff's hackneyed P1·elude in C Sharp
Minor. This is by no means an attempt to make little of the composition. It is a work of much beauty
and genuine originality, although the
composer received only about twenty
dollars for it when it was accepted for
publication. But Paderewski's performance of the prelude fell somewhat below the standard set by men
like Leopold Godowsky, Josef Hofmann, and Rachmaninoff himself.
In spite of his recent illness and
his many activities in the field of
statesmanship, Paderewski still knows
the secret of producing that inimitable and unmistakable tone of his. No
one excels him in the artistic use of
the pedals. There is also an eloquence
and a soulfulness in his playing that
no other pianist we have heard possesses in like degree. Henry T. Finck
used to ascribe this particular quality
of Paderewski's art to the fact that
the pianist "lingered lovingly over details." Besides, of course, there is the
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fire of genius, which, coupled with
unremitting toil, has made the name
of Paderewski a household word in
all parts of the world .
The Variat ions and Fugue on a
Theme by Handel, with which Pade·
rewski opened his program, were
played with much warmth and with
an extraordinary mastery of the entirely new technical problems developed by the composer. The fugue,
.in particular, was given with remarkable clarity in the enunciation and
contrasting of the voices. The Handel
variations, written in 186I , are based
on a theme from Handel's second
book of suites. Handel himself composed five doubles (variations) , but
Brahms devised twenty-five and added
a fugue. Walter Niemann, a contemporary composer who has been styled
"the German Debussy," calls this work
"the radiant crown of all Brahms's
variations."
Paderewski included two sonatas in
his program : Beethoven's Op p , No .
2, in D Mino r and Chopin's work in
B minor. Because of the recitative
passages in the first movement Beethoven's composition has often been
called the Dramatic Sonata. Here we
find Beethoven striking out on a
new path. He is no longer restricted
by the form developed by Haydn and
Mozart but, untrammeled by the conventions, gives free rein to his genius.
In our opinion, the third movement
of this sonata is the finest of the
three. Sir Henry Hadow tells us that
the rhythm in this section "was suggested by the b eat of a galloping
horse." Paderewski played the Beethoven work with overpowering eloquence.
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The Chopin Sonata in B Mino1· is
considered by some the greatest of
all the works by the Polish tone poet.
Personally we prefer the B Flat Min01·
Sonata, because, to our thinking, the
dramatic poignancy and intensity is
more palpably sustained throughout
the latter work. We marveled at the
passion and the fire poured forth by
Paderewski in the playing of the
Chopin sonata. The running passages
in the Scherzo were delivered with
uncanny speed, the haunting melodies were declaimed with a pathos
which, seemingly, only a Slav can
infuse into the works of Chopin, and
the last movement, with its complicated rhythmical treatment and its
bursts of impassioned and barbaric
frenzy, was played with overmastering effect.
The ever popular Nocturne in E
Flat Major, by Chopin, gave great
pleasure to the audience. But particularly when playing works of this nature Paderewski seems to have the
habit of doing what, in the parlance
of pianists, is commonly called "limping." Why does he do this? Frequently, instead of striking single notes or
chords simultaneously with the right
hand and with the left, he allows the
left to play before the right. We have
noticed this time and again in Paderewski's playing. He evidently has a
reason for doing this,"but is it aesthetically justifiable? We wonder.
Two Chopin mazurkas were played
with a captivating lilt and a judicious
employment of the tempo rubato .
While in the Winter Wind Etude we
missed the breath-taking speed and
the crystalline clarity with which Alfred Cortot, for example, plays the
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work, yet we must remember that for
a man seventy years of age to perform this tremendously difficult composition as Paderewski did last evening is remarkable in the highest degree.
We have already mentioned the
four Debussy numbers. They were
done with indescribable beauty of
tone. Minstrels had to be repeated.
Rachmaninoff's Prelude in G Sharp
Minor, not so well known as the
famous war horse in C sharp minor,
was magnificently played. The emotional surge of Wagner's prelude to
Tristan und Isolde seemed to fill
every fiber of the artist's body. The
arrangement for the piano of this
work was made by Ernest Schelling,
a well-known pupil of Paderewski's.
The concluding number was Liszt's
brilliant transcription of Paganini's
La Campanella .

About Pachmann

h In 1933 Raymond S. Sooy,
-- who at that time was head of
the recording division of the RCA
Victor Company, sent me some
absorbing stories about the eccentric Pachmann-stories which
I used in a newspaper article published shortly after the renowned
pianist's death .. H ere they are:

Vladimir de Pachmann, the Russian pianist and the greatest exponent
of Chopin's music, to my mind, is
absolutely crazy about everything but
music.
They always send his own piano in
advan ce for these [recording] dates.
The first thing he does is run over
the scales, then declares it is not his
piano until his manager shows him
the serial number. Then the position
of the piano is not right, and it must
be moved-it does not matter in
which way, so that it is moved-and
we move it to satisfy him, but when
he is not looking, we move it back
again, and he never knows the difference. In fact, everything is wrong.
On one occasion we took him to
our club for lunch. He found a speck
of something in his drinking water
and immediately accused someone of
trying to poison him, and as each
course of the lunch was served, he declared it was the vilest food he had
ever eaten and continued to rave
until he finished his lunch. Then he
kissed the hand of the colored waitress
and told her what a wonderful lunch
she had served him.

[To be concluded in May. Next
month I shall discuss Johann Sebastian Bach's The Passion of Our
L ord According to St. John.]

-

RECENT RECORDINGS
..,

The Passion
of Our Lord According to St. fohn.
Robert Shaw, conducting the Robert Shaw Chorale, the Collegiate
Chorale, and the RCA Victor Orchestra. Narrative soloists: Blake
Stern, as the Evangelist; Mack Harrell, as Jesus; Daniel Slick, as Pilate; Paul Ukena, as Peter; Walter
Carringer, as a servant; Florence
Fogelson, as a maid. Aria soloists:
Adele Addison, soprano; Blanche
Thebom, contralto; Leslie Chabay,
tenor; Paul Matthen, bass. Instrumental soloists: Julius Baker, flute;
Suzanne Bloch, lute; Robert Bloom,
oboe and English horn; Howard
Boatwright, viola d'amore; Owen
Brady, organ; William Criss, oboe
and oboe d'amore, Rubin Decker,
viola d'amore; Bernard Greenhouse,
'cello (aria); Robert Jamieson, 'cello
(recitative) ; Walter Scheffler, viola
da gamba. Sung in a new English
translation by Robert Shaw, based
on the King ]ames Version of the
Gospel According to St. john and
the translation by HenryS. Drinker.
-A great masterpiece, even though
it is inferior in some respects · to

JoHANN SEBASTIAN BACH.
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Bach's The Passion of Our Lord
According to St. Matthew. Mr. Shaw
is an unusually able director. I admire his skill and his command of
the technical aspects of choir-singing. He does not look upon himself as a past master but works diligently to enlarge his knowledge.
Whenever he uses a ritenuto at the
end of a chorale in this recording,
he does so sparingly and with good
taste. He insists on clear-cut diction
and on rhythms that pulsate with
life. "The complex polyphony of
Bach's choral works," say Mr. Shaw
and Julius Herford in an introductory article, "is best served by
forces considerably smaller than has
been the custom of the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries. There is
a point in Bach's music beyond
which sonority cannot go without
abusing linear clarity-both of instruments and of voices; and it
is this very play of lines which
is the energizing element and the
stirring experience." Mr. Herford
served as musical consultant for
the recording. RCA Victor LM-6103
and WDM-1587.
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------------~~~----------------------------------------------merchants, Washington turned to
such solutions as planting wheat, setting up fisheries on the Potomac,
lending money, and, most conspicuously of all, engaging in land specula tion. As "Patriot," the man who
served fifteen years in the Virginia
House of Burgesses and was a delegate to the First Continental Congress appears as one who is not an
articulate leader in the defense of
just rights and liberties but as one
who definitely had "made up his
mind." He emerges as a patriot who
early realized that American self-rule
was not to be achieved without complete independence. As "Leader of
the Revolution," he is pictured as
the citizen-soldier whose sheer patience and determination cause his
name to be identified with the very
cause it elf. He may have been the
only delegate at the Continental Congress to appear in military dress, but
he assumed the role of commanderin-chief with reluctance and no immodest illusions about his capacity.
His achievements come as a direct
contrast to those doubtful expecta-

BIOGRAPHY
GEORGE WASIDNGTON
Vol. Ill: "Planter and Patriot"
Vol. IV: "Leader of the Revolution"
By Douglas Southall Freeman.
New York. Charles Scribners' Sons.
•951. •336 pages. $15.00.

'll JITH

these two volumes Doug-

VV las S. Freeman continues to

develop the neglected life of Washington, extending his monumental
biography now from the period of
Washington's return from the French
and Indian War in 1758 until his receipt of the happy news of the
French alliance in the spring of
1778. Again Mr. Freeman 's extensive
research in sea ttered archives is
matched by a very careful style, and
again the result is a solid work
which despite the burden of detail is
a fascinating account of the unfolding of a real character.
In the role of "Planter," Freeman
portrays Washington as ambitious
and resourceful. Stymied as were
Southern tobacco planters by English

so
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tions. But conducting military campaigns of maneuver just to keep the
small American army alive, Freeman
estimates, consumed only one-tenth
of his efforts. More time is spent in
constant letter writing to members of
Congress and state leaders, begging
them for supplies and troops, and in
attempting to maintain the morale
of sensitive officers and neglected
men. Freeman's picture of his great
devotion to the effort more than
bears out the truth of Washington's
own estimate that he was a "slave to
the service."
With the reading of these volumes
one understands more fully the oftrepeated comment that Washington
was more than a general. Inflexible
in courage, determination, and patience-his character becomes a key
to the success of the Revolution. He
was the "moral cement" that held together the small number of real patriots. The key to that character is
not only the possession of an "innate
spirit of freedom" and a duty-bound
conscience, but also an awareness of
the presence of an intervening Providence-a religious conviction that
helped carry him through periods of
defeat and disappointment.
DAN GAHL

FICTION
MOONFLEET
By J. Meade Falkner, Little, Brown
and Co., 1951, 247 pages, $3.00.
CCASIONALLY one comes upon an
adventure of days long past
O
which brings to mind those wonderful tales of Robert Louis Stevenson .
In Moonfleet the reader will discover
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the same expert blending of colorful
characters and unusual circumstances
which made Treasure Island and
Kidnapped favorite reading in the
"pre-Hopalong Cassidy age." This
work made its first appearance in
England near the end of the nineteenth century and is now introduced
to the American reader for his enjoyment.
This is the story of John Trenchard
who, as a boy, explores the Mohune
crypt in search of lost treasure and
finds instead a smugglers' den, a century old riddle, and a rare friend.
The riddle leads John and his friend
to Carisbrooke Castle and the Mo·
hune secret; however, many stormy
scenes pass before the story is ended.
J. Meade Falkner is such a delightful story teller that it is difficult to
imagine why Moonfleet has taken a
half century to cross the Atlantic
Ocean. Now that it has finally arrived both the old and the young
should find room for it on their book
shelf.
B. L. FERGUSON

THE MASTER
By Max Brod. Translated by
Heinz Norden. Philosophical Library. New York. 1951.
T

SEEMS as if the "world's greatest

story," that of Christ here on
Iearth,
must undergo novel treat-

ment from time to time. Max Brod's
The Master is one such attempt. The
Bible has always been a good source
book for novelists, and when an au·
thor writes a novel about Jesus, the
Christian reader reads with a more
than usually critical eye. It is imprac·
tical to have the Bible in one hand
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and a novel in another, but in the
case of The Master such a device
!eally helps.
In the main Brod holds to the
events of Christ's life we all know.
Jesus' last year on earth is observed
through the eyes of Meleager, a
young Greek scribe in the service of
Pontius Pilate in Jerusalem. Meleager actually lived, but as just a sort
of contemporary of Christ's, first
century B.c. to be exact. After meeting Jesus' foster sister, Shoshana (actually a cousin), Meleager learns to
know Jesus and His teachings. Shoshana becomes the object of the
young Greek's affection, but she is
devoted to her exalted brother and
cannot know love, even after a fruitless attempt on Meleager's part to
have her abducted.
Perhaps the most controversial figure in the book is Meleager's bosom
friend, Jason, who later turns out to
be Judas lscariot. Jason is a do-gooder, a seeker after truth, who worries
first about being a Jew and second
about being bald. Hearing of Christ
from Meleager, Jason becomes sure
that this way of life is for him, and
he comes from Alexandria to join
the rank of disciples not too long a
time before Gethsemane. The great
Roman plot against Christ reaches
climax when Jason is arrested, but
he is suddenly and mysteriously released, demanding thirty shekels for
no other apparent reason than inconvenience. Meleager knows, JasonJudas through and through, convinced that his bark of threats
against Christ is worse than his bite
of betrayal. Judas is not capable of
betrayal, in fact, he does not even

show up at the Garden that fateful
night. Poor Judas is a victim of the
Romans who spread the word of betrayal around just to cause weakness
and discouragement among the disciples. All that remains of Judas' "alleged betrayal" is that from this
time on all Jews will be hated and
cursed-Judas, the Jew, the greatest
J ew-hater of them all, has at least
this claim to fame.
Then there are other features
about The Master that nettle; such
ancient things as the whitewashing
of the Jews for their part in the Passion story, done with the beautiful
aid of an intricate Roman spy system
headed by Mata Tuscus Hari himself; the constant comparison between Socrates and Jesus, even unto
death, between Epicurus, Plato, and
that other teacher, Christ; the idea
thai Jesus in his ministry at first "resisted miracles" and was "irked"
when people approached him, when
the power just flowed from him and
a person "stole a miracle," as it were;
the twist that Meleager suddenly becomes the rich young man wh asked
Christ the way to eternal life; and
lastly the attitude Jesus assumes towards women:
Yet his forbidding mien seemed to say
at the same time: "There is no time for
this; first must all else be put in good
order ere the woman may appear before
me." Possibly the women read a faint
hint of promise even into this rebuff
that lay in his eyes. No promise was
ever uttered nor even implied-perhaps
that was what drew so many to him.
The best to be said of The Master
is that Brod has done a good job of
capturing the spirit of the times. On
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the Roman side the reader gets a
good view of Empire politics; on the
side of the Jewish people he experiences all the conflicting ideas current about Christ, from the Jewish
fifth column for Jesus against Rome
to absolute skeptics. All in all the
book does prove readable, but it
surely does not hold the reader as
one would suppose. Perhaps this
reader is too suspicious about any
dressing up of the real story of Jesus
as told simply in the Bible.
ANNE LANGE

THE BRIGAND
By Giuseppe Berto. Translated by
Angus Davidson, A New Directions Book. New York. 1951. $2.75·
LTHOUGH this story deals with a

serious political problem, it is
A
not primarily didactic. The plot is a

..

simple one. An Italian soldier, Michele Rende, returns to his home village with ideas of freedom for the
gentry, ideas which cannot be tolerated by the landowners. The landowners fight back, falsely arresting
Michele for murder and later forcing
him from the town after he has incited the tenants to action. He turns
brigand and lives in the hills, a fugitive. He is about to find peace, settling in another part of the world
when he and his young wife meet a
violent death.
The intent of the novel is the development of the character of a
twelve-year-old boy, Nino, through
whose eyes the story is simply and
beautifully told. His awakening emotions are involved in the mystery of
a clandestine love affair, the injustice

of a corrupt local government, the
feeling of wholesome accomplishment in tilling the soil, the loss of
personal identity in a rebellion, the
struggle between love for family and
blind hero worship, the unwilling.
ness to surrender one's sister even to
his best friend, alternate sensations
of family pride and public reproach
and the horrible violence of the
death of a wanted man, a man he
loves.
Giuseppe Berto, the young Italian
author of this novel, shows a unique
understanding of the passions of a
young boy. He is a master of suspense yet never melodramatic. Berto
was formerly recognized as a newcomer worth watching with his, The
Sky Is Red. This new work has already brought him acclaim.
JOSEPHINE FERGUSON

IDSTORY
CRISIS IN FREEDOM
By John C. Miller. Boston: Little,
Brown and Co., 1951. 253 pages.
$3.5o.
lf N THE course of the political con.ll troversy between the Federalists
and Jeffersonians there occurred an
example of political intolerance which
unfortunately is also a part of the
American char<~cter. Irritated at Republican gains, the Federalists tried
to solve their problem by legislation
which was intended to cripple their
rival's progress. Under the familiar
pretext of necessary security measures
in the face of possible war, this time
with revolutionary France, the Alien
and Sedition Acts were passed em-
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powering the President to expel or
imprison foreigners deemed dangerous and providing for punishment for
persons who attacked or challenged
the authority of the government, officers, or laws of the United States.
An aroused citizenry indicated an
awareness of the threat which the
Acts posed to the enjoyment of civil
liberties, and those imprisoned or
fined under the Acts became public
heroes while the already slipping Federalists were jeered as tyrants.
The account of that threat to our
constitutional liberties, which occurs
so shortly after the adoption of the
Constitution, is told in an interesting
and scholarly manner by Prof. Miller.
His style is marked essentially by a
strategic marshalling of many effective quotations taken from contemporary newspapers, journals, and private letters. Those familiar with this
phase of our history will appreciate
especially Prof. Miller's assignment of
the roles played by the Republican
and Federalist leaders. There is the
interesting revelation, for example,
that it is the relatively unknown Secretary of State Timothy Pickering
who is the "Federalist ogre" and not
the military-ambitious and aristocratic Alexander Hamilton, who actually opposed the Acts and indicated a deeper regard for freedom
of the press than most conservatives.
If students of history will appreciate the work as scholarly, all readers
will profit by its warning, which is
couched so clearly in the statement
of Edward Livingston that the Federalists had attempted "to excite a
fervor against a foreign aggression
to establish a t}'l·anny at home." In

our present-day struggle with the
power of Russia and her satellites
one of the crucial issues we face is
whether in the attempt to find security we shall take over the methods
of totalitarian powers and stifle politDAN GAHL
ical dissent.

RELIGION AND
PIDLOSOPHY
THE ASCENT TO TRUTH
By Thomas Merton. New York.
Harcourt Brace & Co., 195 1.
new book by the author of
The Seven Storey Mountain
T
brings out some of his own mystical
HIS

experiences in the light of his own
study of the theology of St. John of
the Cross, the 16th Century Spanish
Mystic. It is his intention of making
clear the writings of St. John especially as they are found in The Ascent of Mount Ca1·mel. There is no
doubt that Father Louis (Merton's ordination name) possesses a great gift
for lucid expression and his book
makes very good, thought provoking
reading.
It should be pointed out, however,
that it will be difficult even for Protestants of liturgical persuasions to reconcile some of Father Merton's
contradictory statements. On the one
hand he makes a great deal of St.
John's strict adherence to the Scriptures and he is very careful to question mystical experiences which cannot be measured by the rule of the
Scriptures. He points out that the
influence of Gaspar Grajal, one of
St. John's teachers, who was a leader
in the so-called "scriptural" party of
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Spanish theologians who favored a
more literal exegesis of Holy Writ,
was more than a casual one. Yet on
the other hand, the mystical experiences which produced Fatima and the
Lourdes miracles are perfectly ten·
able because they have been examined and so adjudged by the Holy
See. The important thing is that the
true mystic must not look for signs
and visions.
Yet there is a great deal that all
Christians can gain from a thoughtful reading of this book for, as the
author points out, the gifts of the
Holy Spirit; are given to those who
use the spiritual exercises of study,
prayer, and contemplation, all of
which result in Faith, and that all
the gifts of our nature and reason
have but that one goal likewise.
M.

ALFRED BICHSEL

A HANDBOOK ON
THE PAPACY
By William Shaw Kerr. Philosophical Library. N ew York. 1951. 322
pages. $4·75·
HERE are many complete and detailed histories of the Papacy, written by Roman and non-Roman authors. Here we have a one-volume
Handbook on the Papacy which
is both scholarly, well-documented,
thorough and yet brief, compact, and
invaluable for ready reference. It
aims to expose "the bankruptcy of
the claims for papal supremacy and
infallibility."
The treatment is objective, factual,
but devastating. The author is the
Anglican Bishop of Down and Dromore. He represents the Anglican

T
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viewpoint of the papal claims and
concedes a higher position to the
Roman See than other Protestants
would be willing to give. In the first
chapter he says: "We recognize the
great position of the Bishop of Rome
as prelate of the first see in Christendom_ We acknowledge he is entitled
to a primacy of honour among other
bishops. We also deplore 'all that
has crept into the Roman Church
contrary and alien to the teaching and practice of the primitive
Church.' " Again in the 46th chapter,
entitled "Papal Personalities," we
read: " Our admiration goes forth to
th e many illustrious and saintly men
who have been Bishops of Rome. We
would like to forget the unworthy
ones. But the nature of the papal
claims makes this impossible.''
The book compares these claims
with the New Testament, the writings of the Church Fathers, the expressions of the popes, the decrees
of the great Church Councils, down
to the Vatican Council of 187o. The
horrors of papal persecutions of "heretics" in the Inquisition are described.
Even after the occurrence of the
atrocities of the last two World Wars,
after Dachau and Buchenwald, after
the extermination of millions of Jews,
after the stories of escaped workers
of slave camps, after the refined tortures of the victims of Communistic
spectacle trials-Bishop Kerr gives us
his considered opinion of the Inquisition in the words: "It may be
maintained that no human organization was ever responsible for such
appalling cruelty and misery, and for
such injury to the development of
the free inquiring spirit of man ."
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The reading of this book has made
or. deepened a nurqber of impressions
upon this reviewer. First, What a caricature is the Papacy and the Roman
Church of the meek and lowly Christ
and of the Church of the Apostles!
Secondly, How well have the present
totalitarian regimes copied the organization and the methods of the
Papacy! Thirdly, Who would censure
John Knox, Martin Luther and many
others for identifying the Papacy with
the Antichrist foretold in Scripture?
Finally, Why should not present-day
Protestantism be aroused by the latest efforts of Rome to regain its lost
spiritual and secular power!

ticularly, casts doubt upon the soundness of his approach to lesser problems.
Dr. Lotz inspires by example. He
tells the stories of seventeen men
and women who overcame great obstacles to live full and happy lives.
Their handicaps might have provided
acceptable alibis for failure. Their
greatness lay in refusing to use the
alibis. Dr. Lotz and his eleven coauthors have stories of great human
courage to tell but much of the religion in this volume is of the same
vaguely psychiatric sort as is that of
Mr. Cliffe's book.

CARL ALBERT GIES.E I. ER . .

TilE RIGHT TO HERESY
LET GO AND LET GOD
By Albert E. Cliffe. New York.
Prentice Hall. 1951. 176 pages.
$2 -50-

UNUSED ALIBIS
By Philip Henry Lotz. New York.
Association Press. 1951. 120 pages.
$2.00.
are two more "inspirational"
books to add to the voluminous
H
literature which has accumulated
ERE

through the past few years. The
author of the first is a lay reader in
the Church of England in Canada.
Dr. Lotz is an Illinois Methodist minister.
Mr. Cliffe sets down a procedure
for ridding oneself of tensions and
fears by committing all anxieties and
problems to God. Much of his book
is sound, but much of it drops to the
level of popular psychology. His handling of the problem of death, par-

By Stefan Zweig. Translated by
Eden and Cedar Paul. The Beacon
Press. Boston. 1951. 238 pages.
$3.00.
is a reissue of the English
translation of Castellio gegen CalT
vin, oder Ein Gewissen gegen die GeHIS

walt, published in 1936 by the Austrian poet, no\-lelist, and )essayist,
whose books have been translated
into thirty languages, from Armenian
to Yiddish. If one would know nothing of the great Genevan reformer
except what is in this book, John
Calvin would be in our minds a most
vindictive, hate-filled, and inhumanly
blood-thirsty man, a "violentissimus
Christianus," and we would agree
with Castellio's famous statement:
"Calvin's Christ has left nothing for
the devil."
This present reviewer does not
have access to the primary sources
used and quoted liberally by Zweig,
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and therefore cannot work through
the entire field of Reformation history covered by this book in a scholarly though caustic and critical manner. But biographies of John Calvin
written by some who are not disciples
and spiritual descendants of the Geneva Reformation do not picture Calvin quite as black in his dealing with
his enemies.
The writer of this book was himself
a victim of modern religious, racial,
and political persecutions. Born in
1881 , Stefan Zweig had to leave his
beloved native Austria because of his
pacifist beliefs and his Jewish ancestry. In London from 1934 to 1940
he became a British subject. Later h e
divided his time between New York
and Brazil. In 1942 he and his wife
ended their lives at Petropolis, Brazil, because they were depressed about
the state of the world and their own
condition.
In his biographical "The World
of Yesterday," which your reviewer
consulted in this connection, and
which is a mirror of the times from
the comfortable, cultured, carefree
security of 1914 Vienna to the disillusioned Western world of the 194o's,
Stefan Zweig tells of his usual championing of the "under-dog" in many
of his books:
"In my stories it is always the man
who succumbs to destin y, in my biographies the personality of one who succeeds not in a worldl y way but in a
moral sense. Erasmus and not Luther,
Mary Stuart and not Elizabeth, Castellio
and not Calvin."
The book before us tells the story
of both Castellio against Calvin and
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of Servetus against Calvin. Sebastian
Castellio was a broadly educated man
who had espoused the cause of th€
Reformation. As a religious refugee
he went to Strasbourg to meet Calvin .
Later Castellio was called to Geneva
as rector of the College of Geneva.
He was "liberal" in his theology,
among other things holding that the
Song of Solomon was not a sacred
but a profan e poem, and teaching
his own interpretation of the doctrine
of Christ's descent into hell. When
Calvin became the autocrat of Geneva the two men naturally clashed.
When Castellio aspired to b e ordained as a "preacher of the word
of God" Calvin blocked his appointment. Fear of more than intellectual
persecution caused Castellio to go
into self-exile in Basle, where he and
his large family lived in abject poverty. But he did not attack Calvin until
the Servetus affair. The trial of the
Spanish physician, his imprisonment
and "murder" at the stake are described in all its horror. Castellio
led the many voices of condemnation and was answered by Calvin and
Beza. When it seemed that Calvin's
efforts to have Castellio expelled from
Basle, or brought to trial and executed, would succeed, the much
hunted refugee succumbed to his
trials in 1563 at the age of 48 years.
Georgia Harkness in her "John
Calvin, The Man and His Ethics"
says that the Calvinistic theory of the
persecution of heretics, which in the
"logical edifice" of his "Institutions"
he based on Deuteronomy 13, "cost
Castellio his position and brought
Servetus to his death."
CARL ALBERT GIESELER
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THE GOLDEN AGE
OF TRAVEL:
Literary Impressions of the
Grand Tour
Edited by Helen Barber Morrison.
Twayne Publishers, New York. 1951.
550 pages. $5.00.
ARMCHAIR travelers, most of us
are interested in comparing impressions either actual or imaginary.
This book takes you to more than
a hundred places abroad, in some
eleven countries prominent in Europe. The large number of writers
anthologized is a roster of famous
literary men and women of the eight·
eenth and nineteenth centuries; for
us here they have one thing in com·
mon , namely these recorded expressions of how the writers reacted to
special places which or persons whom
they visited. The word "literary" in
the sub-title is not completely accurate, for sometimes the statement
is indeed ordinary (as in Emerson's
"Oxford is old even in England, and
conservative. Its foundations date
from Alfred and even from Arthur") .
The charm, however, of this kind
of collection is found in the sampling.
For instance, of his trip to the Luther
localities in 1852 Carlyle writes eloquently in a letter to his mother, es·
pecially in this exuberant passage
about the Wartburg:

A

s

I fieeded 1i ttle of all they had to
show, except Junker Georg's chamber
(the name under which Luther passed
when concealed there) . . . . A short
stair of old worn stone conducts you
up. They open a door, you enter a little

apartment, Jess than your best-room at
Scotsbrig ... a very poor low room with
an old leaded lattice window; to me the
most venerable of all rooms I ever en·
tered .
Open at random, and you find
multum in parvo! Anecdotes, folk·
lore, local color, personality sketches
abound. Mrs. Morrison is commendably judicious in her restricted foot·
notes. The topographical charts that
precede every chapter are an attractive invitation to the tour ahead. But
the real merit of this volume is the
eye-witness quality of the actual com·
ments of the travelers themselves.
HERBERT

H.

UMBACH

THE FACE OF SPAIN
By Gerald Brenan. New York. Pellegrini and Cudahy. 1951. 310
pages. $3·75·
HE French have a proverb to the
effect that "Africa begins at the
Pyrenees." It may be disputed that
the Iberian peninsula is culturally an
extension of Africa, but certainly its
major country, Spain, is something
other than Western European.
Gerald Brenan, whose acquaintance
with Spain and its people is a long
and intimate one, has written in this
book a sensitive and sympathetic ac·
count of what he saw and heard upon
his r eturn to Spain after an absence
of thirteen years. He describes the
landscapes, the harsh yet lovely landscapes which provided El Greco with
his finest subject matter. He describes
the people, the heirs of the centuries
of civil unrest, of domination by
grandee and bishop, and most recent·
ly of the bitter Civil War. He de-
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scribes the functioning of the Falangist dictatorship, a regime which
achieved supreme power through the
bitterest war of our century but has
gone morally and physically soft.
He describes the contrasts which
are so distinctive an element in the
Spanish landscape. There are the
contrasts between the dazzling wealth
of the party leaders and the old
nobility on the one hand and the dispossessed loyalist-supporters on the
other hand. There are the contrasts
between the deep spirituality of many
of the Spanish people and the grasping worldliness of many of the churchmen. He pulls no punches in assessing the role of the church in Spanish
affairs. Despite the efforts of some
deeply consecrated churchmen, there
is still the funneling off of wealth into the church's treasuries, the ornamentation of cathedrals in the midst
of a poverty-stricken people.
This reviewer must confess to having laid down The Face of Spain
with a heavy sense of melancholy.
Here is a country, it would seem,
which has been bled to death but
which, to borrow King Charles Il's
apologetic comment upon his own
passing, is "an unconscionable time
a-dying." From the present regime
there is no apparent hope. But there
is no other place to turn. Not only
did the "liberal" elements discredit
liberalism in the days of the Republic; their leaders have been liquidated or sent into harmless exile by
the Falangists and Accion Catolica.
Church and state are living well-and
the people are too weak and tired
to do anything to remedy their own
situation.
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STEPHANE MALLARME:
Poems
Translated by Roger Fry and edited
by Charles Mauron and Julian Bell.
Norfolk, Connecticut, New Directions, 1951.
HIS

collection of poems by the

T great French Symbolist Stephane

Mallarme is another of the series of
new classics being made available to
the select reading public by New Directions. A large number of the poems
are accompanied by translations into
the English by Roger Fry, English
author and critic and lifelong student of Mallarme's works.
Mallarme has been regarded quite
generally as an obscurantist, and indeed mystery was, in his view, one
of the poet's instruments. The editors do not attempt to deny the poet's
obscureness; on the contrary, the primary purpose of Mauron's commentaries is to explain a great many of
the difficult passages. Many readers
will find themselves unaffected by the
more abstract or "pure" poems here,
but some of the poems, such as "The
Afternoon of a Faun," upon which
Debussy's famous tone poem is based,
will be sure to delight and charm.
This little volume will appeal to a
necessarily selected group of readers.
Yet it will appeal not only to those
who claim acquaintance with French
literature. The poems will be of considerable interest to students of modern English and American literature
because of Mallarme's influence upon
such writers as T. S. Eliot, Wallace
Stevens, and James Joyce, whose con-
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troversial Finnegans Wake particularly r eflects the influence of the
French symbolist poet.

OTHER BOOKS
CHICAGO: CITY ON THE MAKE
By Nelson Algren. Doubleday and
Co., New York. -1951.
N NINETY odd pages Nelson Algren
reminisces poetically about that
big dot at the lower tip of Lake Michigan. Although full of personal memories, the book will prove highly
interesting to any "lover of Chicago.
Perhaps only a person that knows
Chicago really well, its past as well
as present, can get the most out of
this small volume. But aside from
that Algren writes beautifully about
the city, reminding the reader of another Chicago fan, Carl Sandburg,
for whom the book was written.
ANNE LANGE

I

FIRE ON THE PRAIRIE
By W. Wyeth Willard. Wheaton,
Illinois. Van Kampen Press. $2.50.
HIS

is the story of Wheaton Col-

lege, a militant institution of
T
evangelical, fundamentalist leanings,

in a western suburb of Chicago. The
book is written by the assis tant to
the current president, who presumably has some public relations responsibilities to exercise for his chief.
While much of the motive is admiringly historical , there are overtones in it which suggest that the
book is partly tractarian and apologetic in sequel to the nationwide pub-

licity which the school recently got
from press and radio when a marathon-like revival broke out in a regular prayermeeting on campus. The
institution is also a major force in
the very popular and occasionally
potent Youth for Christ movement.
Wheaton is more than a one-man
institution, but it is almost the
lengthened shadow of a family. "It
is to the firm and stabilizing influence of the Blanchard-Fischer dynasty,
covering the entire history of the college, that the institution owes much
of its nobility and its continued fealty
to the original Christian ideals and
objectives" (page 44).
Jonathan Blanchard was the pioneering first president, with some of
the traits of a crusader, much like
so many other founders of the private
and church-related colleges of the
19th century. As a sample of his fight·
ing uniqueness, his antagonism to
lodges was expressed in the startling
term he categorically applied to any
and all lodges- "hermaphrodite
churches.'' Quite a phrase, but your
reviewer wonders just what the point
of comparison was.
Charles A. Blanchard succeeded
him, not merely as president, but also
as evangelical protestant against eastern and older church seminaries
which had so often become "cemeteries" to some fundamental doctrines. But Charles was also a builder
and fund-raiser in an early inflationary period, whose solicitation slogan was: "He gives twice who quickly
gives" (page 87).
The Fischers were a family of German extraction who intermarried
with th e Blanchards. None ever
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headed the school, but one in particular, Herman A., was for long backof-the-scenes manager, of whom the
school's h ead once said: "This service will be most lightly esteemed by
p ersons who know th e least abou t it"
(page 95)·
More recently the school was headed
by J. Oliver Buswell, who expressed
a major emphasis in his campus philosophy when he said: "A p agan university, where there is no reason for
quibbling, provides a much more
wholesome atmosphere for young men
than a denominational college where
Christian phrases and terms are used
with unChristian meanings" (page
I II).

The present president is V. Ray-

Many U . S. Senators need to be vigorously reminded
that freedom and justice begin at home. All fair-minded
Americans should mark well those Senators who are
brave enough to have us risk a Third World War but
who quail like chipmunks before our domestic racial
prejudice.
RALPH
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mond Edman, "the praying missionar y," who on the record has a most
unusual background of experiences.
At times the book seems to have
been written, or at least proof-read
in a hurry. So there is Erfort for
Erfurt (page 64), sandards for standards (page 148), one for once (page
1 24) . On page 84 illusive must stand
for elusive.
I did not know that Fleming H.
Revell was brother-in-law of Dwight
L. Moody. Moody's courtship with
Miss Revell makes a swell one page
short story in the book.
"If anyone imagines that Puritanism is dead, let him come to Wheaton!" (page 63).
WALTER F. WOLBRECHT

J. BUNCHE,

United Nations Trusteeship Council

1he

READING ROOM
Mr. Republican
has often .b een called
Mr. Republican. He has
probably earned the title because
he, more than any other Republican, has stood in effective, though
not always intelligent, opposition
to the administration. I find it difficult, however, to go all the way
with the estimate placed upon
him by The Chicago Daily Tribune of September 10, 1951: "Mr.
Taft has earned the nomination
by the quality of his leadership in
the Senate, by his devotion to R epublican principles, and by his
strength of mind and character."
This statement seems to impute
some sort of angelic coloration to
the man from Ohio. As far as politicians go, Taft-like Paul Douglas of Illinois and the University
of Chicago-is perhaps above the
average in brains, wisdom, facts,
principles and integrity. With regard to his principles, he is only
devoted to his kind of Republicanism. He h ardly speaks for Stassen, Warren, Duff, Dewey, Eisenhower, Morse, Driscoll, Tobey,

M

R. TAFT

By
VICTOR

F.

HoFFMANN

Saltonstall, and Lodge. At most,
he speaks for a large group of
Republicans in the Middle West
such as Dirksen, McCormick, McCarthy, Bricker, Hickenlooper,
and Capehart. Furthermore-like
the average man and the present
President-he is no saint by whatever political criteria you might
choose. In my opinion, he is still
one of the most conceited, impolite, and inconsiderate people
my young political eyes have ever
beheld via television. Mr. Taft is
not above half-truths, lies, inconsistencies, or errors. Mr. Truman
and the Democrats certainly do
not have a corner on these commodities. A young boy in a faroff land in Edgar Mittelholzer's
Shadows Move Among Them had
almost appropriate words for this
situation: "Oh, you don't know
what a laugh we get when we read
about your statesmen in Tim e
Magazine. Their mentalities are
little better than the mentalities
of ca ve-men. And the way they succeed in fooling the people." The
words do not seem appropriate

..,
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after I look at my clay feet. The
political arena is only a microcosm
r of the world and society in which
,... we live. But then, that's the trouble with politics, says a friendly colleague and teacher of mine,
it deals with people who aren't
saints, you and me. If Taft and
Y
Truman oppose one another come
: ~ next September, October, and November, their campaigns will carry
on the American tradition of
name-calling.

r

l. ;

1

Taft and McCarthy
Taft was particularly
T oinadequate
and irritating in
ME,

an article he wrote for The R eaders' Digest, "The Dangerous Decline of Political Morality." In
this article, he rightly castigated
the Truman administration, the
Pendergast machine, and the Tydings Committee. The Democrats
go merrily along the way to permitting more corruption to pile
on more corruption. But-in the
name of decency-this was all Taft
was able to say about McCarthy:
"Whether or not Senator McCarthy's charges went too far, it
is certainly true that the Tydings
Committee adopted a complete
white-wash technique to prevent
the facts from coming out." Facts
coming out? Why some and not
others? Contrary to some popular
opinion in the middle west, Mr.
Taft in company with a whole
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host of other people does not always speak the truth and he does
not always let the chips fall where
they may. Taft is stringing along
with McCarthy. Though I am
chief of sinners and because I hate
in others what is so grotesque in
me, I agree with still another character in Mittelholzer's book: "It's
malice I can't stand: the venomous kind that oozes out of the
sick souls of over-civilized people.
People like myself-," like Truman, Taft, and McCarthy. To me,
it seems as if all of us are in for
a good purging whether in the
church, education, vocation, business, or politics.

Taft Stands Pat
article, "Taft Stands Pat,"
The Nation (January 20, 1951)
maintained that Robert Taft remains the American Firster he has
always been. Taft was seated in
the Senate on January 3, 1939.
This means that he has been Senator during the crucial war and
post-war years. At the very outset
of his senatorial career, he took
a stand that identified him with
the obstructionists. Immediately
he plunged into the battle against
the repeal or revision of the neutrality pacts. Just as quickly he
denounced "the blank check" aspects of our foreign policy: "Lending war equipment is a good deal
like lending chewing gum. You

I
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don't want it back." In A Diplomatic History of the American
People, Thomas A. Bailey characterized him as one who objected to Uncle Sam becoming a
sort of international Santa Claus,
dispensing Lend-Lease at the
slightest provocation. Before Pearl
Harbor, he objected to any preparedness suggestions advocated by
FDR. In fact, certain remarks of
his minimized the strength of
Germany and Italy. On July 22,
1939, Taft said "There is no reason to believe that Germany and
Italy could defeat England and
France in a protracted war." When
the Nazi armies were pushing their
way across western Europe, Mr.
Republican told the Senate there
was nothing to fear. On these
premises, he rested his objections
to Selective Service, Lend-Lease,
and a large army. On March 12,
1940, he insisted "We have an
isolated position in spite of all the
improvements of sea and air." On
February 16, 1941, he told the City
Club of Cleveland that it was
simply fantastic to suppose that
there was any "danger of attack on
the United States by Japan." This
type of statement prompted Walter Lippman to remark that Taft
was "probably more responsible
than any single man for leading
the Republican Party into blind
alleys of dumb obstruction on the
vital issues of our time."
Once the war was an established

fact, Taft followed isolationist
Senator Wheeler in his willingness to give the enemy "the works."
On February 12, 1942, the man
who had resisted measures for preparedness was now complaining
to the Young Republican Club of
Knoxville, Tennessee, that "The
Americans do not seem to realize
the seriousness of the present situation . . . we are at the present
moment apparently unprepared to
meet any of the immediate military and naval problems which
face us at the very threshold of
war."

·

All in all, his speeches do reflect
a certain hesitancy and inconsistency with regard to foreign affairs.
Lewis Galantiere who reviewed
Taft's A Foreign Policy for Americans in The Saturday Review of
Literature (November 17, 1951)
claims that Taft shied away from
foreign affairs in the Senate as
long as he could. Life in the first
issue of last December mused that
Taft would make a great president
if someone's profound knowledge
of foreign affairs (such as George
Kennan's) could be grafted onto
the acknowledged wisdom Taft
has in domestic affairs.
During these years as Senator
he reflected some odd sympathies
for a man who is always "hollering" about the Communists. In
1941, he sent letters of sympathy
to Gerald B. Winrod and Edward
J . Smythe who had been indicted

;.
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for sedition. For those who might
have forgotten, Winrod and
Smythe were anti-Jewish, antiCatholic agitators who revived visions of the old Ku Klux Klan
days. Some of us were also shocked
by these words from him on May
29, 1944: "Since we remain a
sovereign nation in full control of
our own country and our armed
forces, we have power to break our
promises."
As the forceful critic he has
always been, Taft did not agree
with the measures the Democratic
administration considered necessary for a peaceful world. In addi. tion to being tremendously unconcerned about the Atlantic Charter, an analysis of his speeches
indicates that he didn't consider
Russia much of a threat even after
the Iron Curtain had been drawn
across the eastern part of Europe.
To him, the United Nations is a
fantastic, dangerous, and impracticable organization. Aid for Europe was fundamentally the wrong
approach in the opinion of the
Senator. On July 21, 1949, he
voted against the ratification of
the North Atlantic Treaty. At
certain times, he seems to say that
withdrawal is the smart thingthat we can hide behind Hoover's
Gibraltar. With amazing inconsistency, he claims that we could
have seized the initiative in foreign
affairs in 1945 (Oh Yalta, Yalta,
how many sins have been com-

mitted in thy name?) at the very
same time he, Senator Wiley, and
our mothers were demanding that
the boys be brought home. In
reality, then, Taft resisted international involvement and co-operation during a large portion of
his career in the Senate.

Taft Does Not Stand Pat
T

THE

same time, Mr. Taft

A knows that he must stand for

some kind of mild internationalism and world government. History has taught him that much
and the trends of the times have
forced him to that position. In
his book, he claims that he is not
for the abandonment of the world.
Therefore, he will not rely upon
a simple defense of the continent.
He wrote in his book that we have
no choice now "except to complete
as rapidly as possible the arming
of Western Europe." He contra·
diets previous statements by saying that "Russia is far more a
threat to the security of the United
States than Hitler ever was." In
spite of his willingness to go along
with rearmament now, some have
not forgotten that he was "one of
only 18 Senators voting last spring
to ban universal military service in
toto." In spite of the fact that he
openly charges Truman with
usurping power in the Korean
affair, in spite of the fact that he
has openly opposed the war, he
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has shifted with other winds: "Because of the importance of Korea,
there should have been no question that the situation demanded
all-out arms aid to provide the
South Koreans with a complete
defense against attack from the
North. Perhaps it even justified a
notification, at least to the North
Koreans, that if they chose to attack they would find themselves
at war with the United States."
At the same time, he has been
willing to extend the attack into
Manchuria. These inconsistencies
prompted Jay G. Hayden of the
Washington bureau of The Detroit News to write on November
18, 1951: "If the statements of
Senator Taft in his new book, 'A
Foreign Policy for Americans,'
could be divorced from his past
record of congressional voting and
political associations, he would
merit the label of 'internationalist'
as fully as Dean Acheson."
The Nation's Business Qune,
1951) has noticed these inconsistencies: "Of course, the most outstanding change of attitude is noticed in the case of Robert A.
Taft of Ohio. In the troops-to-Europe debate, he argued that sending American divisions to the
Eisenhower army might well provoke Russia into a drive across

the continent. However, in back- ~
ing the MacArthur program for
victory against China, Taft said
the United States should not hold ,.,
back simply because of fear that
Russia might possibly come into
l
the war."

Taft's Chances
1f THINK his chances of getting the
1l nomination are good since he
is apparently in the good graces
of the organization. As an organization man, his reluctance to back
labor, the Negro, and the farmer
will not be as much of a hindrance
for the nomination as in the campaign for election. In addition, he
~
has the reputation for being a
1
man of integrity and the Republican stalwarts will probably feel
that he'll be a pleasant contrast ~
to the corruptions in the Truman
administration. Some Republicans
Jll
no doubt feel that in view of his ...
recent campaign for Senator he
has improved in vote-getting abilities. The old guard Republicans
Ill
are not convinced that Stassen,
Warren, and Eisenhower are one
\:
hundred per cent Republicans. ;
In short, Taft is what the bona
fide Republicans think or at least
say he is, Mr. Republican. But he
will not win this one without a
battle.

THE CREsSET evaluates one of the world's most powerful forces
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Motion Picture
By ANNE HANSEN

of the theater will be
D EVOTEES
interested in two new books
which appeared late last year.
The Theatre Book of the Year
I9JO·I9JI (Alfred A. Knopf. New
York) presents George Jean Nathan's annual "record and interpretation" of the Broadway season.
In Fifty Years of American Drama zgoo-z950 (Henry Regnery
Company. Chicago) Allan S. Downer, a member of the faculty of
Princeton University, surveys and
analyzes the progress made l:iy the
American drama during fifty eventful and productive years.
Mr. Downer points out that
New York City was the center of
the American theatrical world in
1900, just as it is today. Then, as
now, the success of a production
was measured in terms of the New
York box office; then, as now,
plays were usually tailored to suit
the taste of the New York audience.
Although Boston, Chicago, and
other large cities could boast of
regular, well-organized theatrical

seasons, these communities, and
the rest of the nation, were, even
then, commonly referred to as "the
road."
Many of the great actors and
actresses of the past were in their
heyday at the turn of the century.
Julia Marlowe headed a stellar
cast in Clyde Fitch's historical
romance Barbara Fritchie; Nat
Goodwin and Maxine Elliott were
co-starred in The Cowboy and the
Lady; William Gillette enjoyed a
long run in his celebrated portrayal of the hero in Sherlock
Holmes; Richard Mansfield's repertory included such favorites as
Arms and the Man, The Devil's
Disciple, Cyrano de Bergerac, and
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. Other
popular plays of the period were
Davy Crockett, Rip van Winkle,
and Count of Monte Cristo. The
famous comedy team of Weber
and Fields drew capacity crowds
with a clever parody of Barbara
Fritchie. Barbara Fidgety, Mr.
Downer tells us, was "probably
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ever going to devise one that will.
The people who stay at home to
watch Milton Berle, old movie films ,
and ski jumps on television are not
the people who go to the theater
anyway. I shall believe in the menace
of television on that day when the
first television addict, overcome by
the looks of the girl on the screen,
scurries around back of the machine
with a bouquet of flowers in his hand
The season 1950·51 was not very . when the show is over. Until that
different from the seasons that im- time, I prefer to believe that looking
mediately preceded it. There were a at pictures of anything isn't an enfew successful plays, fewer that had tirely acceptable substitute for looka chance of revival, a number of pop· ing at the real thing.
ular entertainments, and a large num·
Mr. Nathan discusses "this arena
ber of commercial failures . . . . In
the perverse way of the theater the theater business which has already
mid-century season was not the dis· spread through the country like
tinguished affair it should have been. a virus." He's agin it!
For a moment after I had enLet us turn for a moment to tered the theater it seemed to me
The Theatre Book of the Year that time had indeed turned backI9JO-I9JI· This is the ninth ward in its flight. The scenes devolume in a series begun by Mr. picted on the screen were terrifyNathan in 1943. As always, Mr. ingly reminiscent of the war years.
Nathan's appraisals of plays and Unforgettable sights and sounds of
players is frank, penetrating, caus- warfare in the air, on the land,
tic, and witty; as always, the fa- and from the sea; ineradicable picmous critic is at his most caustic tures of suffering, devastation, and
when he writes about Hollywood death; the cruel and senseless
and the motion picture. This year waste of lives and property-they
television becomes a target for his were all there, depicted with stark
barbed literary darts. Is television and terrible fidelity. Unhappily,
a threat to the legitimate stage? this was not a re-created moment
Not at all, says Mr. Nathan.
from the past. John Ford's superb
No machine so far invented, whether new picture This Is Korea was
it be the movie camera, the radio, filmed in 1950 and 1951 by U. S.
or television, has yet kept trade away Navy and U. S. Marine Corps
from the better things in the theater, photographers. This is part of the
and it is not likely that anyone is official record of the United Nathe brightest and most vital"
comedy offering of the day.
The final chapter of Mr. Downer's book presents a review of the
1950-51 Broadway season. Here
the author discusses the problems
and the difficulties which plague
the playwright, the producer, and
the actor. He says in conclusion:
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tions' so-called police action in
Korea. It brings home to us-as
mere words cannot do-the cost
of the Korean conflict.
More and more producers have
turned to Korea for material for
purely commercial films. Fixed
Bayonets (2oth Century-Fox) has
many exciting and suspense-filled
moments. Captain Raymond Harvey, a veteran of World War II
and the Korean campaign, whose
heroic action last year won for
him the Congressional Medal of
Honor, served as technical adviser
for Fixed Bayonets. In spite of its
excellent qualities this film cannot
match the poignancy and the
sense of urgency that pervade This
ls Korea.
Many famous names appear in
he casts of the films I have seen
1 recent weeks. Each of these pictres has been advertised in glowIS phrases; each has been labeled
i>lossal," "stupendous," "heroic."
ce again I must say, "It ain't
essarily so."
•istant Drums (Warners,' Raoul
sh) offers us magnificent tech'or shots of the Florida Ever·s and Veteran Screen Star
Cooper in a thrill-packed-:hoked seems more accurate
nture yarn which depicts the
~an's battle against snakes,
s, quicksands, alligators,
~ savage Seminole Indian
't all happened a century
' the action on th e screen
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keeps it all comfortably remote
and safely in the world of makebelieve.
Robert Taylor heads the uppercrust players as embled for Westward the Women (M-G-M, Frank
Capra). This story, we are told,
is based on historical facts. But
here, as in Distant Drums) imposing natural settings, ranging in
this instance from the ina jestic
Rockies to low-lying Death Valley,
dwarf the stock figures engaged in
playing out an artificial and unconvincing human elrama.
About twenty years have passed
since the late Leslie Howard scored
an outstanding triumph in a
charming fantasy called Be1·keley
Square. Now Tyrone Power appears in a new and revised technicolor version of this film. Unfortunately, I'll Never Forget You
(2oth Century-Fox) lacks all the
qualities that made Berkeley
Square rewarding entertainment.
In The Strange Door (UniversalInternational) Charles Laughton
portrays a mad seventeenth-century nobleman whose villainy is
aided and abetted by Boris Karloff, the infamous keeper of the
dungeon. None of the tortures depicted on the screen can surpass
the suffering of the hapless audience which is trapped into sitting
through this trashy film. A beastly
bore, Charles, old chap!
We come now to Bob Hope iu
My Fa vorite Spy (Paramount, Nor-
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man Z. McLeod). This is old stuff
for Bob and for movie-goers. The
plot is old, the dual-role routine
is old, many of the gags are old,
and Hedy Lamarr is getting old.
The irrepressible Bob is not getting younger, I know; but he still
manages to bring a degree of freshness and engaging humor to the
parts assigned to him. And, as always in the Hope pictures, some
of the comedy sequences and rapid-fire jokes are genuinely funny.
For many years youngsters of
all ages have been entertained by
popular old-time movie cowboys.
Recently television has brought
Hopalong and many of his brethren-in-the-saddle right into the
livingroom. Callaway Went Thataway (M-G-M) present an amusing satire on the current national
craze for all the "thataway" boys.
Ten Tall M en (Columbia) de-

liberately satlnzes the motheaten
legends about the fabulous exploits of the French Foreign Legion. This tongue-in-cheek treatment lends charm and freshness
to an ofttold tale.
Space is running out, so I shall
tell you briefly that The Racket
(RKO-Radio) is merely a cheap
and sensational attempt to capitalize on the recent Kefauver crime
investigations; that Double Dynamite (RKO-Radio) should be titled Doubly Dull; that Weekend
with Father (Universal-International) is a trifling, hackneyed
comedy; that Elopement marks a
new low for Clifton Webb; that
The Barefoot Mailman (Columbia) shows, by means of bright
new super-cinecolor, that law and
order must triumph; and that I
hope some good pictures come
my way during the next month.

The right relation between prayer and conduct is not
that conduct is supremely important and prayer may
help it, but that prayer is supremely important and
conduct tests it.
ARCHBISHOP TEMPLE

~1

Verse
Moment
a golden leaf in a grove of trees,
one little "thou" in a host of "thees,"
walking to me as in a dream
she could not be, but only seem.
the picture poised in the autumn park
loosened the light in my shades of dark.
the bright blue sky and falling leaves
framing the picture the cool wind weaves,
I'll not forget the golden leaf
which crowned your head for a moment, brief.
Yet I can never see you again
lest the decay of life spoil my picture's span
RoBERT E. HoRN

The Escapist's Voice
In the silence of an evening,
when the wings of our dreams' desire,
burdened with the day's despair and mire,
die their daily death, we try to cope
with the thinnest ray of fainting hope
and, despite the dark of night, we sing,
drunk with images of sun and spring,
in the silence of an evening.
WALTER SORELL
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vou arc a new subscriber and
got your first issue of THE CRESSET
late, attribute it to the unexpected
success of our subscription campaign
which overtaxed our facilities.

I
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little has been done in exploring the
role of tl1c Enlightenment in the development of democratic thought.
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Next month's issue will be devoted
largely to the subject of race relations with, of course, major attention
Our feature articles this month
to the problem of the Negro citizen.
were originally presented, in more exBy way of prepatended form, to a
ration, it shouid be
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and author of the
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ple generally, are rascals. A few,
to the fact that Dr. Pelikan, in his
article, assigns to the Enlightenment probably as high a percentage as in
a role in the development of democ- any group of human beings, are outracy which many have tended to standingly noble people. We prefer
overlook. A considerable number of to deal with people (whom we can
students of the history of democracy see) rather than with racial groups,
have given major emphasis to its which are rather poorly-defined anPuritan roots. As far as we know, thropological categories.
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